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III. Dissertation Abstract 

 Chagas disease is a neglected tropical disease with an estimated annual 

burden of $627.46 million in health-care costs and 806,170 DALYs2, which at its 

worst, symptomology manifests as organomegaly or cardiomyopathy. Caused 

by infections of the protozoan parasite Trypanosoma cruzi, how and why certain 

hosts progress to severe disease remains unresolved. Recent studies suggest 

that both parasite traits3 and a host immune response that balances parasite 

elimination with pathogenic inflammation4 influence disease progression; 

however, these mechanisms have not been fully explored or validated, 

particularly in natural infections.  

 Using the transcriptome data from peripheral blood mononuclear cells 

(PBMCs) taken from chronically naturally infected rhesus monkeys, we were 

able to create a holistic framework the host immune response during chronic 

infection, describing the expression of key TH1 and TH2 cytokines as well as 

important immune cell trafficking and activation markers that were necessary for 

parasite control. We further dissected this response, determining infected hosts 

that could control parasitemia had a balanced TH1/TH2 profile: with 

overexpression of IFN , IL-6, and IL-24 gene expression and downregulated 

CCL22 gene expression whereas infected hosts with rising parasitemia 

maintained a purely TH1 response. Additionally, through multivariate analysis of 

gene expression, we identified biomarkers and parasite traits associated with 

the host ability to control parasite, serving as potential new prognostic tools for 

Chagas disease progression. Alongside this work, we performed an 
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Epigenome-Wide Association Study (EWAS) to compare the DNA methylation 

patterns of cord blood cells from uninfected children born to Chagasic and 

uninfected mothers, uncovering altered cell composition and methylated genes 

associated with development in uninfected children born to Chagasic mothers.  

 Collectively, we were able to describe the host-parasite relationship 

through a holistic integration of genetic data taken from naturally infected hosts. 

This work provides the foundation to build new tools and therapeutics for 

chronic Chagas disease, as well as the ability to identify those most at risk for 

severe disease.  
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V. Background and Significance 
 

Chagas disease is a neglected tropical disease with an estimated annual 

burden of $627.46 million in health-care costs and 806,170 DALYs2 due to 

its complex pathology. Caused by infections of the protozoan parasite 

Trypanosoma cruzi, Chagas disease can manifest in a variety of 

pathologies: transient high parasitemia acute infections characterized by 

non-specific symptoms, long lasting asymptomatic periods, chronic 

inflammation from low parasitemia infections resulting in severe cardiac 

pathology, even congenital infections resulting in neonatal pathology. While 

the pathologies of Chagas disease are documented, many of the 

mechanisms of pathogenesis are still not known, leaving gaps in the 

knowledge of what to target when beginning research for new medications 

or treatments. There is an urgent need to fill these gaps to understand how 

and why parasite infection develops into symptomatic Chagas disease.  

Our long-term goal is to identify the important molecular drivers of T. 

cruzi pathogenesis during infection. Our overall objective is to describe the 

relationships between parasite load, parasite diversity, and maternal 

infection with Chagas disease progression using systems bioinformatic 

techniques that characterize and measure these connections between host 

immune responses and parasite dynamics, under a central hypothesis that 

these genetic associations can help explain some mechanisms of 

pathogenesis. The rationale for the proposed research is that by applying 

computationally intensive techniques, we can incorporate large amounts of 
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genomic information into a comprehensive picture of the biological 

interactions of interest during natural infections, overcoming current 

obstacles in the field.  

Current Chagas drugs have questionable efficacy5 alongside severe side 

effects5 and are contraindicated during pregnancy5, and new therapeutic 

avenues and prognostic tools are necessary. The proposed studies are 

expected to provide insights into the mechanisms of Chagasic disease 

pathology, knowledge that can serve as the foundation for research 

developing novel diagnostics, treatment protocols, and medications.  
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VI. Specific Aims  
 
Aim 1: Validate the Current Paradigm of PBMC response During Chronic T. 

cruzi Infection from a Holistic Perspective 

We hypothesize that monkeys with chronic T. cruzi infection will have 

downregulated genes related to T-cell function, antigen presentation, and 

TH2 immune response activation compared to uninfected monkeys. To 

achieve this aim, we propose the use of bulk RNA-sequencing of 

peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) taken from naturally 

infected monkeys. The current understanding of the host immune 

response to chronic T. cruzi infection is incomplete as it is built from 

studies targeting the effects of individual immune markers often using 

experimental infection models, thereby missing the cumulative effect of 

the immune response or lacking generalization to real world infections. 

By comparing the transcriptome of PBMCs taken from naturally 

chronically infected monkeys and uninfected monkeys, we can 

objectively interrogate the functional gene activities of these immune 

cells; validating current knowledge, identifying new cellular processes 

and immune activation molecules, and contextualizing this information 

within the holistic immune response to chronic T.cruzi infection. This will 

shed light on the role of PBMCs within the context of host-parasite 

interaction.  
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Aim 2A: Identify Biomarkers Associated with Controlling Parasitemia 

We hypothesize that monkeys chronically T. cruzi infected with stable 

parasitemia will have different biomarkers compared to monkeys 

chronically T. cruzi infected with increasing parasitemia. To achieve this 

aim, using the transcriptome data generated in Aim 1, we will identify 

biomarkers. We will correlate these markers to chronically infected 

monkeys with increasing parasitemia and chronically infected monkeys 

with stable parasitemia to identify the predictive nature of the markers on 

host parasitemia control. Blood parasitemia is an important predictor of 

disease progression3; however, parasitemia during chronic T. cruzi 

infection can be too low to detect and current tools detecting anti-T. cruzi 

antibodies require that the infection persist to measure the change in 

parasitemia over time. Therefore, there is a need for new host 

biomarkers that can predict parasitemia control as a potential prognostic 

indicator for Chagas disease progression.  

Aim 2B: Characterize the Immune Response of Infected Monkeys with Parasite 

Diversity 

We hypothesize that monkeys with 2 or less T. cruzi DTUs will have a 

skewed inflammatory response whereas monkeys with multiple T. cruzi 

DTUs will have a balanced inflammatory response. To achieve this aim, 

we will compare the transcriptome data generated in Aim 1 between 

monkeys infected with high parasite DTU diversity and monkeys infected 

with low parasite DTU diversity. Parasitemia control has been associated 
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with parasite diversity, monkeys infected with high parasite genotype 

diversity tend to control parasitemia better than monkeys infected with 

low parasite genotype diversity,3 yet the mechanisms of why this occurs 

are not fully understood. By characterizing the immune response 

associated with parasite diversity, we can shed light on these 

mechanisms and attempt to decipher what host immune responses are 

affected by parasite traits during infection.  

Aim 3: Compare the DNA Methylation Patterns of Children Born to T. cruzi 

Infected and Uninfected Mothers 

We hypothesize that children born to Chagasic mothers will have 

differentially methylated genes compared to those born to uninfected 

mothers. To achieve this aim, we propose an Epigenome-Wide 

Association Study (EWAS) using DNA extracted from human cord blood 

samples collected during live delivery of children born to Chagasic or 

non-Chagasic mothers as determined by PCR and serology. Prenatal 

experiences can influence health trajectories and contribute to adult 

health outcomes, including obesity, cancer, cardiovascular and metabolic 

diseases, asthma, and osteoporosis6-8. Prenatal exposures to infectious 

agents are associated with neurodevelopmental brain disorders, 

including schizophrenia9,10, autism11,12, and bipolar disorder13,14. 

Epigenetics have been suggested as a source of this pathology through 

alerted DNA methylation of developmental genes in patients exposed to 

infectious agents in utero. Maternal infections with multiple bacteria15, 
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rubella virus15, and Zika virus16 can result in differential DNA methylation 

patterns in newborns compared to those born to uninfected mothers. This 

study would be the first of its kind to investigate the epigenetic effects of 

in utero T. cruzi exposure and can serve as the foundation for future work 

understanding congenital Chagas disease pathology. 
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VII. Introduction 
 
Chagas Disease Overview 

Chagas Disease (CD), also known as American trypanosomiasis, 

is caused by the protozoan parasite Trypanosoma cruzi (T. cruzi, Figure 

1)17. The natural history of CD is 

described in three stages: an acute 

stage characterized by flu-like non-

specific symptoms, an indeterminate 

asymptomatic stage often lasting many 

decades, an a final chronic stage with 

serious cardiac (e.g., cardiomyopathy) 

and gastrointestinal (e.g., 

megaesophagus and megacolon) 

morbidities, and the main cause of 

disability and death18. Transmission of 

the parasite to susceptible hosts can occur through multiple pathways: 

vertically from mother to child, through contact with contaminated food or 

drink, blood transfusion or organ transplantation from infected donors, 

laboratory accidents, and primarily through infected arthropod vectors18-

20.  

Epidemiology 

An estimated 8-10 million people are infected with T. cruzi 

worldwide21-23, with a near 6 million cases in Latin America21,22. 

Figure 1: Trypanosoma cruzi 
in blood.  

Trypanosoma cruzi (T. cruzi), 
the protozoan parasite 
responsible for causing Chagas 
disease, shown among red 
blood cells 
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Approximately 90 to 100 million people are at risk of infection in Latin 

America24-26. Infections of T. cruzi cause 56,000 new cases of CD per 

year22,25,27 and 12,000 deaths per year24,27. In the United States, it is 

estimated that 240,000 to 350,000 people are infected with T. cruzi21,23,28.  

Due to the chronic nature of CD, untreated infection can have 

devasting effects on individual and population morbidity18,24. Globally, CD 

is associated with nearly 800,000 disability-adjusted life-years (DALYs)24, 

the economic impact of which can be astounding24. Economic models 

suggest that CD accounts for $6-8 million US dollars a year in health care 

costs in Latin America alone20,24.  

Vector-Borne Transmission 

Currently, 157 arthropod species29 in the Order: Hemiptera, 

Family: Reduviidae, Subfamily: Triatominae30 have been identified as 

potential vectors of T. cruzi31. Both sexes of triatomines and their nymphs 

are hematophagous32,33, becoming infected after feeding on infected 

mammalian hosts34. After replicating in the vector digestive system, the 

parasite is passed through the fecal material along with the waste 

products from the blood meal.17,34 Susceptible hosts become infected 

when the parasite enters through the triatomine bite wound17, mucosal 

membranes17, ingestion of contaminated food or drink, or the placental 

barrier35 during vertical transmission. Triatomines are opportunistic 

feeders33, nearly all members of the mammalian order have been 

identified as susceptible hosts for T. cruzi36,37.  Many species of 
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triatomines have become adapted to living with humans18. Of these, 

insects belonging to the Triatoma, Rhodnius, and Panstrongylus genera 

are the most important vectors of human T. cruzi transmission38,39. 

Triatoma infestans is considered to be the main vector of CD in South 

America20,32, Rhodnius prolixus and Triatoma dimidiata in Central 

America20. In the United States, Triatoma gerstaeckeri and Triatoma 

sanguisuga34 in the southern US and Triatoma protracta in the western 

US are the predominant vector species. The campaign to eliminate urban 

T. cruzi transmission by targeting domestic Triatomine species through 

indoor insecticide spraying, education campaigns, and improved 

construction has been generally successful in stopping vector-borne 

transmission in certain areas of the Americas20,26,36. However, eliminating 

one species can lead to an ecological niche for a new species24, and the 

parasite still resides in sylvatic transmission cycles in rural areas24, 

among more forest animal reservoirs36,37. Coupled with human 

encroachment into wildlife habitats, vector-borne transmission remains a 

threat of parasite transmission. Additionally, with human migratory 

movements, globalization18,36,40, and congenital transmission, cases of 

CD are now spreading into traditionally non-endemic areas.  

T. cruzi Diversity 

The T. cruzi genome is described as diploid and highly 

polymorphic41 resulting in a variable genome length by parasite strain 

due to aneuploidies and gene copy number differences42.  This structure 
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is likely due to minimal sexual reproduction during the parasite life 

cycle41. With the advancement of molecular and next generation 

sequencing (NGS) technologies and markers, characterization of T. cruzi 

strains revealed that the parasite heterogeneity was much larger than 

thought, leading to the current consensus nomenclature using discrete 

typing units (DTUs) to identify parasite clades36. These DTUs are known 

as TcI-TcVI and TcBat, each with their own epidemiological features and 

pathogenicity36,43. Most recently, intra-DTU diversity has also been 

described within the TcI clade, suggesting that the true nature of parasite 

diversity has yet to be truly elucidated37. This is further evidenced by the 

appearance of genetically distinct strains within clades44,45. 

These DTUs tend to keep to general geographic regions although 

these ranges are expanding based on the spread of the vector and 

human movement. TcI has the widest distribution, infections of which 

have been detected throughout North, Central, and South America43. 

TcIV tends to have a widespread distribution much like TcI, but is much 

more restricted from the northern area of South America up to North 

America46,47. TcII, TcIII, TcV, and TcVI have been limited to sporadic 

reports in the United States33,48-55, Panama56, Mexico57-64, Belize45, and 

Honduras58. TcBat is less well studied, but has been reported in 

infections from Colombia65, Guatemala66, Brazil67, and Panama68.  
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Chagas Disease Pathology 

Acute CD symptoms are largely mild in immunocompetent 

persons25, mostly non-specific flu-like symptoms similar to other febrile 

diseases. Rarely, patients may manifest acute myocarditis, pericardial 

effusion, and/or meningoencephalitis21 or the Romana’s sign (swelling 

occurring near the eye). The parasite typically transforms between life 

stages during this phase of disease, entering host cells as metacyclic 

trypomastigotes, then transforming into intracellular amastigote parasites 

that multiply through clonal fission, finally exiting the cell as 

trypomastigotes which can be taken up by vectors or passed vertically. 

Whether or not the parasite has a tropism for specific tissues is widely 

debated69; however, the pathology does tend to manifest with cardiac or 

gastrointestinal symptoms. Mechanisms of cell invasion are still unclear; 

it is likely that the parasite makes use of cell surface and adhesion 

molecules such as TuMUC for internalization70.  

Left untreated, most patients can control the acute infection and 

enter an indeterminate phase of CD. This stage is characterized by an 

absence of symptoms in spite of detectable infection by serology71, 

although parasitemia is generally very low. Most of those infected in 

endemic areas are in the indeterminate stage of CD, nearly 40% of these 

patients staying infected for years21,72 while untreated. Because of the 

lack of pathology, patients in this stage of CD can live without knowing 

they are infected, and their life expectancy is like those without CD21,71,72.  
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Eventually, patients evolve from the indeterminate to chronic form 

of CD. This stage is characterized by severe symptomology 

complemented by varying levels of parasitemia depending on the tissue 

that is sampled and degree of parasite reactivation.  Most estimates 

suggest that 20-30% of patients will develop chronic CD21,23,25,73-76, often 

decades after the initial infection21,25,73,75. Clinical symptoms are generally 

grouped into cardiac, digestive, or neurological symptoms based on 

which organs are involved21,75, with cardiac pathology being the most 

important clinical aspect due to the fatality and frequency of onset23,25,74. 

Indeed, cardiac chronic CD accounts for 25-40% of the chronic CD 

cases25,73, while only 6% of chronic CD patients develop digestive 

symptoms (megaesophagus, megacolon, etc) and 3% develop peripheral 

nerve damage73,74. Direct nerve damage by the parasite has been 

documented as a cause of cardiac disfunction77, likely in conjunction with 

antineuronal autoimmune reactions77. 

Studying the natural course of chronic CD development in humans 

is very difficult due to the very long time between infection and chronic 

disease, challenges diagnosing infection particularly during the 

indeterminate phase, and that acute infections are treated upon 

discovery thereby not allowing the chronic phase to develop78.  

The suggested paradigm is that the chronic CD pathogenesis 

occurs through damage from inflammation composed of a non-functional 

immune response against any remaining parasites leftover from the 
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indeterminate stage78. Samples taken post-mortem from chronic CD 

animals found mild inflammation in cardiac tissue79-82. This has been 

shown in animal models. Increasing the parasite burden in animal models 

increases cardiac inflammation83-85, which can be attenuated with 

treatment to decrease the parasite load86-88. Canine models of chronic 

infection found small foci of mild chronic myocarditis, with interstitial 

edema, early fibrosis, and infiltration by lymphocytes, macrophages, and 

plasma cells89. Chagas myocarditis is often characterized by 

inflammation driven fibrosis in heart tissue78. It is important to note that 

the inflammation may occur completely independent to the geographic or 

temporal state of the parasite81, as the inflammatory response cascade 

may already be in place even after the parasite has been cleared, and 

experiments have shown that cardiac damage can still occur without 

cardiac parasitism81. 

The mechanisms of chronic CD damage are still being debated, 

although there is some combination of the parasite driven damage and 

the host immune response.   

Immune Response to T. cruzi Infection 

Overall, T. cruzi infections elicit inflammatory responses like other 

eukaryotic parasites Leishmania90-92, Plasmodium93, and Toxoplasma 

gondii94; modulating antigen presenting cells (APC), dysregulation of 

stimulatory molecules, and impairing immune cell functions.  
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An important mechanism of host evasion is the parasite attack on 

the complement system95. In vitro experiments have found parasite 

strains evading complement driven lysis96 through changing surface 

molecules resulting in inefficient complement binding97. Additional studies 

have even found that the parasite can use complement to enhance its 

ability to invade host cells98.  

Diseased tissue samples commonly have areas of immune cell 

inflammation composed primarily of T cells and macrophages, with a few 

eosinophils, natural killer cells, dendritic cells, granulocytes, plasma cells, 

and mast cells78. Heart tissue from diseased patients specifically found a 

predominance of CD8+ T cells78,99,100, as well as populations of CD4+ T 

cells and macrophages101-103. This suggests the importance of peripheral 

blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) in the host response to T. cruzi 

infection.  

Because the parasite multiplies intracellularly, phagocytic immune 

cells can be a double-edged sword. While necessary for parasite 

clearance, macrophages can serve as sites of parasite growth after 

phagocytosis101,104. The parasite escapes the phagolysosome, 

manipulating the host cell cytoplasm through lysosome mobilization, 

cytoskeleton rearrangements, membrane repair and elevation of 

Ca2+ and cAMP105. Extracellular vesicles produced by these infected 

macrophages contain newly replicated parasite and are more infective 

than parasite alone, capable of infecting new cells more efficiently105. 
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Understanding parasite persistence during chronic CD necessitates 

understanding this relationship between the phagocytic cells and parasite 

growth.  

Among the lymphocytic PBMC response, it appears that patients 

with a balanced TH1/TH2/TH17 immune response fare better than those 

with response skewed toward one T cell subtype78,106,107, particularly in 

the ability to control parasite burden without tissue damage. This is 

unsurprising, as it is likely the combination of stimulatory and inhibitory 

molecules secreted is critical to maintain the necessary balance95,108,109, 

and any skew will cause a pathogenic inflammatory response, immune 

exhaustion110,111, or both. Key cytokines associated with severe Chagas 

disease have been identified, primarily produced by monocytes and T 

cells112,113 and follow this pattern of balanced cytokine profiles among 

patients with better disease outcomes4 (Figure 2). Patients in the 

indeterminate phase of infection produce higher circulating IL-4, IL-10, IL-

17, and IL-13 compared to increased TNF , IL-12, IL-6, CCL2, IL-2, and 

IFN  found in patients with chronic Chagas cardiomyopathy both in 

serum and cardiac tissue4,78,99,100,111-133.  
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A closer look at these identified cytokines presents a logical story 

of immune function balancing parasite killing with systemic regulation in 

patients with healthier disease pathology134. The additional TH2/TH17 

response among patients in the indeterminate phase is primarily anti-

inflammatory134: IL-10135, IL-478,99,100,111,129,130, IL-13131, TGF 136, and IL-

174,137,138, likely acting to reign in the proinflammatory TH1 parasite killing 

response: TNF , IL-12, IL-6, CCL2, IL-2, and IFN 134. This is not to 

downplay the importance of this TH1 response. For example, mice 

deficient in proinflammatory IL-6139-141 production developed higher 

parasitemia and had increased mortality compared to wild type mice142-

144. Similarly the expression of IL-12 is linked to the control of 

Figure 2: Cartoon representation of important cytokine 
expression during different forms of chronic Chagas disease1.  

A tip in the balance of TH1 (red bubbles) or TH2/TH17 (blue bubbles) 
cytokine expression can skew the disease progression from 
indeterminate (blue scale) to cardiac (red scale) form of disease.1 
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parasitemia143-145, serving as the catalyst for the production of additional 

pro-inflammatory cytokines TNF  and IFN 146. Curiously, IL-12 

production is one of many pathways the parasite uses for evasion. The 

parasite inhibits infected macrophage and dendritic cell IL-12 production, 

leading to reduced lymphocyte activation and proliferation147. The 

protective immunity and T cell activation effects of IFN  are well 

documented among T. cruzi infections4,112,148,149. Perhaps more 

interesting, the effects of IFN  also offer insight into the importance of a 

balanced immune response.  

It is crucial to note that none of these cytokines act alone, the 

immune system is a vast network of feedback loops and signaling 

agents. While it is clear that too much of a pro-inflammatory TH1 

response result in poorer outcomes and tissue damage in Chagasic 

patients, an excessive TH2 response can also leave the patient 

vulnerable. Increased IL-10 levels in mice have been associated with 

susceptibility of T. cruzi infection150, likely through inhibition of IFN  

production151. Consistently it has been shown that both IFN  and IL-17 

driven responses are essential to control infection138 illustrating their 

push/pull dynamic on immune activity. Any therapeutic or vaccine against 

T. cruzi infection will have to consider this necessary TH1/TH2/TH17 

balance.  
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Maternal Infections 

It is estimated that globally, 1.7 million women of reproductive age 

are infected with T. cruzi152. T. cruzi can be passed vertically during 

pregnancy and nearly 5% of infected pregnant women transmit the 

parasite vertically153. In Latin America alone, nearly 8700 infants are born 

with congenital Chagas disease each year154. Considering these 

numbers, coupled with the inability to treat infections during 

pregnancy154, there is a considerable need to understand the pathology 

an infection during pregnancy can have on both the mother and the 

developing fetus to address the health risks.  

Maternal bacterial, viral, and parasite infections have been linked 

to abnormal fetal development and poor birth outcomes155. Known as the 

“TORCH” pathogens, infections with Toxoplasma gondii, other agents 

(syphilis, varicella-zoster, parvovirus B19, Zika virus), Rubella, 

Cytomegalovirus, and Herpes simplex virus can cause complications 

such as miscarriage, abortion, and intrauterine fetal growth restrictions.155 

Congenital infections resulting from maternal TORCH infections can 

result in post birth complications such as hearing loss, developmental 

delays, and/or blindness.156 Maternal infections with Zika virus have 

famously been linked to microcephaly in newborns.157 Severe TORCH 

infections have resulted in maternal and/or fetal mortality.155 Non-TORCH 

parasites such as malaria is also associated with pregnancy 

complications including fetal growth restriction, low birth weight, preterm 
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birth, and miscarriage.155 It has been suggested that the maternal 

immune response to infections may also be pathogenic to the developing 

fetus, cytokine storms during pregnancy have been linked to onset of 

autism and other neurodevelopmental disorders.157 

Maternal infections with T. cruzi have been associated with low 

birth weight, low Apgar scores, hepatosplenomegaly, respiratory distress 

syndrome, myocarditis, and meningoencephalitis158. Even if no pathology 

presents at birth, congenitally infected children are at risk of developing 

digestive, neurological, and cardiomyopathy as they develop into 

adulthood158-161.  
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VIII. Aim 1: Compare the Gene Signatures of PBMCs from Chronically 
Infected and Uninfected Rhesus Monkeys 
 
Background  
 

The immune response to T. cruzi infection has been studied to 

understand and discover mechanisms of pathogenesis, parasite host 

evasion, diagnostic biomarkers, and therapeutic targets against Chagas 

disease. Hosts that can control parasite burden without overloading the 

immune response tend to have better disease outcomes. It is understood 

that this occurs through a balanced TH1/TH2/TH17 response, offsetting 

the necessary immune cell activation and proliferation with regulatory 

elements to not cause inflammatory tissue damage or immune system 

exhaustion due to a skewed immune response. However, this paradigm 

has been identified through targeted identification of specific molecules 

using experimental infection models, making generalization difficult.  

The major issue plaguing current research is the fragmented 

approach to studying the immune response and parasite control. 

Because the immune system is a complex network of feedback loops, 

researching a singular mechanism in isolation is impossible78. Results 

can be difficult to generalize between host species99,101. It can be nearly 

impossible to contextualize multiple studies of the effects of single 

cytokines into a cohesive framework99,101. This limitation is exacerbated 

by the methods used: the literature is dominated by experiments that 

require prior knowledge of a target for study. Genetically manipulated 

animals must have a gene or cell line to knock-out or manipulate to study 
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the resulting effects, and it is impossible to know the full systemic 

ramifications even minor genetic manipulations may have. 

Immunofluorescent detection techniques such as flow cytometry can only 

measure a limited number of cell populations or biomolecules at one 

time. 

Because of this, the pathogenic effects of chronic parasite 

infection are pieced together using this fragmented information. This 

approach can result in the demanding task of trying to puzzle together a 

comprehensive picture of the host response using piecemeal information, 

potentially missing key components of the host immune response. These 

missing components could be potential novel therapeutic or diagnostic 

targets or fill in gaps in our current knowledge of the host response 

during T. cruzi infection. Methods that can explore the immune response 

in an integrative manner can be useful for placing fragmented knowledge 

into the appropriate context of the overall immune response. 

Transcriptomics have offered insights at the gene expression level162 

through a non-targeted identification of the functional components of a 

complex gene network163.  

By comparing the gene signatures of PBMCs taken from naturally 

T. cruzi infected and non-infected monkeys it is possible to create a 

holistic framework of the immune response during natural chronic 

infection. By using naturally infected monkeys, we eliminate many of the 

biases associated with experimental infections, such as the necessity to 
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use T. cruzi strains that can be cultured, confounding the results when 

applied to real-world infections.164 With this holistic framework we will 

identify key molecules and pathways differentially regulated during 

infection, validating or amending the current paradigm of the cumulative 

immune response to chronic T. cruzi in the context of a natural infection.  

Methods 

Samples 
 

Samples were selected from a cohort of 50 naturally infected 

rhesus macaques (Macaca mulatta) held in captivity at the Tulane 

National Primate Research Center in Covington, LA, USA. Animals were 

on average 11 years old. Animals had been infected between 3-7 years, 

on average 5 years, as determined by serology.  Those infected were 

placed in the cases group, while those uninfected were control group 

monkeys. Whole blood was collected in tubes containing EDTA-K2 

during routine veterinary appointments. All methods were approved by 

the Tulane University Office of Research and Tulane University 

Institutional Animal Care & Use Committee.   

Sample Size/Power  
 

Sample size was calculated using the R package 

RNASeqPower165 which uses Monte Carlo simulations to estimate alpha 

and beta significance based on user provided sample data. Assuming an 

average depth of count for each gene of 50 based on preliminary data, a 

coefficient of variation within groups equal to .2165, and an alpha 
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significance of 0.05, groups of 5 or 6 monkeys will have an 80% power to 

detect a difference in gene expression with a minimum fold change of 

1.5.  

For comparing infected vs non-infected monkeys, we were able to 

achieve groups of 11 controls and 18 cases. Samples had an average 

read count of 343.  Under these parameters with an alpha significance of 

0.05 we estimate a 99% power to detect a difference in gene expression 

with a minimum fold change of 1.5.  

PBMC Purification  
 

PBMCs were isolated from whole blood undercentrifugation with a 

Ficoll-Paque  (Millipore-Sigma, Inc) solution using manufacturers 

conditions. PBMCs were pipetted off and washed with RPMI and PBS, 

then stored at -80 C in Cryostor  (Biolife Solutions, Inc) media until use.  

RNA Extraction/Sequencing  
 

Frozen PBMCs were thawed and assessed for viability through 

counting via hemocytometer using trypan blue dye.  Thawed PBMCs with 

at least 90% viability were used for RNA extraction. RNA was extracted 

using the PerfectPure RNA Cultured Cell Kit  (5 Prime, Inc.) as per 

manufacturer’s instructions. Total RNA was sequenced using the Illumina 

MiSeq platform, which has an error rate of 0.473%166.  

Differentially Expressed Gene Calling  
 

Reads were mapped to the rhesus macaque mmul10 reference 

genome (RefSeq assembly accession: GCF_003339765.1) using the 
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STAR (Spliced Transcripts Alignment to a Reference)167 package under 

default conditions. Quality mapped read counts were batch adjusted 

using the R package ComBat-seq168. Read counts were normalized and 

differentially expressed genes (DEGs) called using DESeq2169 under the 

apeglm170 shrinkage estimator to reduce noise. Significant genes were 

called at a significance alpha of 0.05 adjusted for multiple testing using 

the Benjamini-Hochberg false discovery rate method and a fold change 

of 1.5 was set to maximize functional relevance. Principle component 

analysis (PCA) was performed through the DESeq2 package.  

Data Analysis 
 

Data analysis and visualization was performed using R version 

4.2.1171.  

Pathway analysis of up and down regulated DEGs were performed 

using both the clusterProfiler172 R package and the ShinyGO173 webapp 

to query the Gene Ontology174,175 and Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and 

Genomes176 databases using over-representation analysis under a false-

discovery rate cutoff < 0.05. Two query algorithms and two pathway 

databases were used to provide confidence in the physiological 

relevance of significant DEGs; only pathways shared between the two 

search algorithm results were considered relevant. Functional pathways 

were visualized using the Pathview177 R package.  

Multivariate analysis was performed using the MADE4 package178 

which is specifically built to perform supervised dimension reduction and 
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between group analysis using gene read count data. Between Group 

Analysis (BGA) is a supervised PCA method seeking to ordinate groups 

rather than individual samples.178 

Results 

Samples 
 

In total, the transcriptomes of PBMCs taken from 29 monkeys 

were sequenced (Table 1). There were 11 uninfected monkeys and 18 T. 

cruzi infected monkeys as determined by qPCR and serology. Infected 

monkeys had been chronically infected for minimum 35 months and 

maximum 89 months. There were no observable difference could be 

found in mean age nor sex distribution between uninfected and infected 

groups.  

Over the 29 samples, 4-29 million reads were sequenced through 

Illumina sequencing. Reads were filtered for quality and mapped to the 

MMUL10 reference genome with an average 80% unique mapped reads. 

Batch-adjusted, filtered read counts were used to call differentially 

expressed genes between sample groups.  

Table 1: Table of Monkey Samples Used for Aim 1 

Monkey ID 
Age 
(Months) Sex  

Infection 
Group 

Months 
Infected 

HA67 14 Female Infected 35 
IN54 12 Female Infected 82 
IP64 12 Female Infected 89 
JC08 11 Female Infected 63 
JM46 10 Male Infected 77 
JN64 10 Female Infected 72 
LL64 5 Female Infected 57 
KP37 8 Male Infected 77 
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EP36 18 Female Infected 85 
GI52 15 Female Infected 75 
KA90 9 Female Infected 81 
KC05 9 Female Infected 81 
KL57 6 Female Infected 81 
HN75 14 Female Infected 59 
JL71 11 Male Infected 82 
JT42 10 Female Infected 81 
MD12 4 Female Infected 34 
ED57 19 Female Infected 75 
AG23   Uninfected 0 
HD69   Uninfected 0 
ID59   Uninfected 0 
JN58   Uninfected 0 
KC78   Uninfected 0 
KK63   Uninfected 0 
KL72   Uninfected 0 
KR83   Uninfected 0 
LB83   Uninfected 0 
LD53   Uninfected 0 
ME13   Uninfected 0 

 

Differential Gene Expression 
 

To observe how well chronic T. cruzi infection could explain 

differences in PBMC gene expression, PCA plots were used to visualize 

the overall gene expression profile of PBMCs from uninfected and 

infected monkeys (Figure 4). Clear clustering could be seen between 

chronically T. cruzi infected and uninfected monkeys, indicating that 
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chronic T. cruzi infection could explain some of the variation in gene 

expression seen between samples.  

Gene read counts were filtered for genes with low counts or 

outliers. Of the 28065 genes that passed filtering, 5794 were significantly 

differentially expressed between uninfected and infected groups 

(adjusted p-value < 0.05). To provide confidence in the functional 

relevance of these genes, significant genes were further categorized into 

downregulated and upregulated genes if there was a mean expression 

fold change greater than 1.5 between the sample groups. Under this 

classification, 1468 genes were called significantly upregulated, and 1160 

Figure 3: Principal Component Analysis (PCA) Plot 
between uninfected monkeys (red) and infected monkeys 
(blue) 

PCA plot showed strong clustering of infected monkeys and 
uninfected monkeys. Normalized, adjusted read counts were 
used as the inputs to visualize how well T. cruzi infection 
could explain variation between the samples.  
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genes were called significantly downregulated between uninfected and 

infected monkeys. Volcano plot was used to visualize the distribution of 

significant genes in the context of all gene (Figure 5). Individual gene 

expression difference was visualized using a heatmap (Figure 6). Not 

only was there clear clustering between sample groups as seen before, 

but genes clustered well into groups of upregulated and downregulated 

genes, further providing evidence of a different gene profile found among 

PBMCs taken from chronically infected monkeys compared to those 

uninfected.  

 
Figure 4: Volcano plot of the distribution of the differential gene 
expression analysis results between uninfected and infected 
monkeys.  

Between uninfected and infected monkeys, 2628 genes had significant 
differential expression using an alpha = 0.05. Using a fold change cutoff 
of 1.5, of the 2628 genes,  1468 genes were upregulated (blue) and 1160 
genes were downregulated (red). 
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Pathway Analysis 

 
To further explore the function of the significant DEGs, 

upregulated and downregulated genes were queried using over-

representation analysis. Among infected monkeys, the platelet activation 

and hematopoietic cell lineage pathways were over-represented by 

upregulated DEGs. Many more relevant downregulated pathways were 

found in infected monkeys (Table 2). Predictably, these included immune 

system pathways concerning cytokine production and signaling, 

TH1/TH2/TH17 cell activation, and immune cell differentiation. In addition, 

pathways suggested an overall dysregulation of cell processes in infected 

monkeys, including responding to external stressors and regulation of the 

cell cycle. The tolerance induction pathway was downregulated, perhaps 

Figure 5: Comparative gene expression between infected (blue) 
and uninfected (red) monkeys.  

Clear groupings of overexpressed (red/orange) and underexpressed 
(white/blue) genes were seen between sample groups when 
visualized using a heatmap 
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indicating a systemic compensatory mechanism to immune exhaustion 

due to chronic infection.  

Table 2: Pathways over-enriched from genes differentially 
downregulated in infected monkeys compared to uninfected 
monkeys 

Name GO/KEGG ID FDR p-value 

apoptotic signaling pathway GO:0097190 0.0043 

B cell activation GO:0016071 0.0031 

cell surface receptor signaling  

pathway involved in heart  

development GO:0030099 0.0177 

cellular response to biotic stimulus GO:0043066 0.0161 

cellular response to chemical stress GO:0001818 0.0310 

cellular response to external stimulus GO:0043069 0.0266 

cellular response to extracellular  

stimulus GO:0050867 0.0437 

cellular response to hydrogen  

peroxide GO:0008284 0.0437 

cellular response to lipid GO:0022409 0.0326 

cellular response to lipopolysaccharide GO:0002639 0.0310 

cellular response to oxidative stress GO:1902533 0.0098 

cellular response to oxygen-

containing compound GO:0002696 0.0235 

Chagas disease mcc05142 0.0251 
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cytokine production GO:1903039 0.0306 

Cytokine-cytokine receptor interaction mcc04060 0.0191 

ER-nucleus signaling pathway GO:0051251 0.0437 

establishment of protein localization  

to organelle GO:0042113 0.0282 

hematopoietic or lymphoid organ  

development GO:0061311 0.0043 

hemopoiesis GO:0071216 0.0046 

I-kappaB kinase/NF-kappaB signaling GO:0050870 0.0331 

immune system development GO:0062197 0.0018 

inflammatory response GO:0050865 0.0096 

leukocyte activation GO:0071496 0.0018 

leukocyte cell-cell adhesion GO:0031668 0.0012 

leukocyte differentiation GO:0070301 0.0088 

lymphocyte activation GO:0071396 0.0012 

lymphocyte differentiation GO:0071222 0.0031 

mononuclear cell differentiation GO:0034599 0.0031 

mRNA metabolic process GO:1901701 0.0312 

myeloid cell differentiation GO:0001816 0.0177 

negative regulation of apoptotic  

process GO:0022407 0.0412 

negative regulation of cytokine  

production GO:0051090 0.0306 
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negative regulation of programmed  

cell death GO:0002637 0.0306 

NF-kappa B signaling pathway mcc04064 0.0251 

positive regulation of cell activation GO:0006984 0.0047 

positive regulation of cell population  

proliferation GO:2001242 0.0306 

positive regulation of cell-cell adhesion GO:0072594 0.0057 

positive regulation of immunoglobulin p

roduction GO:0002694 0.0177 

positive regulation of intracellular  

signal transduction GO:1903037 0.0101 

positive regulation of leukocyte  

activation GO:0048534 0.0043 

positive regulation of leukocyte cell-

cell adhesion GO:0030097 0.0019 

positive regulation of lymphocyte  

activation GO:0007249 0.0036 

positive regulation of T cell activation GO:0002520 0.0046 

regulation of cell activation GO:0006954 0.0018 

regulation of cell-cell adhesion GO:0045321 0.0018 

regulation of DNA-

binding transcription factor activity GO:0051249 0.0161 

regulation of immunoglobulin  GO:0045589 0.0241 
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production 

regulation of intrinsic apoptotic  

signaling pathway GO:0050863 0.0310 

regulation of leukocyte activation GO:0007159 0.0018 

regulation of leukocyte cell-

cell adhesion GO:0002521 0.0012 

regulation of lymphocyte activation GO:0046649 0.0018 

regulation of regulatory T cell  

differentiation GO:0045066 0.0177 

regulation of T cell activation GO:0030098 0.0012 

regulatory T cell differentiation GO:0032496 0.0235 

response to lipopolysaccharide GO:0010243 0.0375 

response to organonitrogen  

compound GO:0006979 0.0327 

response to oxidative stress GO:1901652 0.0397 

response to peptide GO:0042110 0.0415 

T cell activation GO:1903131 0.0022 

Th1 and Th2 cell differentiation mcc04658 0.0251 

TNF signaling pathway mcc04668 0.0028 

vasculogenesis GO:0001570 0.0268 
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The Chagas disease pathway (KEGG ID: mcc05142) in the KEGG 

database was downregulated, providing evidence that this method could 

identify appropriate pathways reasonably to contextualize the functional 

relevance of the genes during T. cruzi infection (Figure 7). Within this 

pathway, genes related to cytokine signaling: IFN- , TNF, IL-10, TGF, 

Figure 6: The KEGG Chagas disease pathway with differentially 
expressed genes between uninfected monkeys and infected monkeys. 

Differentially expressed genes called from DESeq2 were queried in the KEGG 
database Chagas Disease Pathway. Genes upregulated in infected monkeys 
are highlighted in red. Genes downregulated in infected monkeys are 
highlighted in green.  
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and Activator protein 1 were found among those differentially expressed 

in infected monkeys, as well as genes related to NF- B signaling.  

 TH1/TH2/TH17 Activation  
 

Building off the current paradigm that chronic T. cruzi infections 

results in downregulation of genes associated with TH pathway 

dysregulation, the differential expression of cytokine, chemokine, and CD 

marker genes were specifically analyzed to better characterize which 

molecules were affecting the TH1/TH2/TH17 response and which cells 

were activated or inhibited during infection. 

Of the 62 genes associated with cytokine expression, 29 passed 

low count and outlier filters. To view the expression of these genes in the 

context of TH1/TH2/TH17 response, the fold change in gene expression 

between chronically infected monkeys and uninfected monkeys was 

graphed using radar plots (Figure 8). Significant DEGs included 

upregulated TH1 cytokine IFN-  as well as IL-15 and downregulated 

TGF 1 and the TH2 cytokine IL-10 in infected monkeys.  

Of the 41 genes associated with chemokine expression, 34 

passed low count and outlier filters. To view the expression of these 

genes in the context of immune cell attraction, the fold change in gene 

expression between chronically infected monkeys and uninfected 

monkeys was graphed using radar plots (Figure 9). Two DEGs were  
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significant: upregulated CXCL10 in infected monkeys associated with T-

cell attraction and downregulated CCL22 in infected monkeys, associated 

with T-cell and macrophage/monocyte attraction.  

Of the 72 genes associated with CD marker expression, 70 

passed low count and outlier filters. To view the expression of these 

genes in the context of immune cell activation, the fold change of gene 

expression was visualized using radar plot (Figure 10). 14 genes were 

significantly differentially expressed. Of these 14, 10 were downregulated 

in infected monkeys: CD9, CD44, CD68, CD70, CD82, CD83, CD93, 

CD276 and two T cell activation markers CD28 and CD7. Four genes 

were upregulated in infected monkeys: CD1A, CD1C, CD101 and 

CD244.  

Figure 7: Fold change of cytokine gene expression (blue) between 
infected and uninfected monkeys.  

Fold change of cytokine gene expression visualized using a radar plot 
to compare the response between infected and uninfected monkeys. 
Arrows indicate genes that were significantly different in expression as 
called by DESeq2 analysis. Arrows are colored to indicate the direction 
of expression change in infected monkeys compared to uninfected 
monkeys: up (green) or down (red). 
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Having identified immune markers differentially expressed 

between infected monkeys and uninfected, multivariate analysis was 

used to identify which immune markers were predictive of chronic 

infection. Between group analysis of gene expression between samples 

revealed strong separation of chronically infected monkeys and 

uninfected monkeys along the main BGA discrimination axis (Figure 

11A). The main BGA discrimination axis provides coordinate data 

associated with sample clustering. By overlaying this coordinate data of 

the samples over the clustering of gene expression, genes found at the 

ends of the main BGA discrimination axis represents genes most 

associated with groups: infected or uninfected samples (Figure 11B). 

The top 20 genes associated with infected monkeys were identified along 

Figure 8: Fold change in chemokine gene expression between 
infected and uninfected monkeys.  

Fold change in chemokine gene expression visualized using a radar 
plot to compare the response between infected and uninfected 
monkeys. Arrows indicate genes that were significantly different in 
expression as called by DESeq2 analysis. Arrows are colored to 
indicate the direction of expression change in infected monkeys 
compared to uninfected monkeys: up (green) or down (red). 
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this main BGA discrimination axis (Figure 12). Upregulation of pro-

inflammatory CXCL10, IFN- , and IL-15, alongside CD markers CD40LG, 

CD1A, CD1C, CD244, CD101, CD226, and CD59 was most associated 

with infected monkeys. IFN  and CXCL10 enhance TH1 immunity. IL-15 

is expressed by a wide range of cells, including phagocytic immune cells, 

activating T and natural killer cells. Downregulation of IL-1B, CXCL8, 

TGF 1, and CXCL16, alongside CD markers CD83, CD93, CD28, CD82, 

CD70, and CD9 were most associated with infected monkeys. TGF 1 is 

an anti-inflammatory cytokine, as well as an important TH2 enhancer. IL-

1B is a pro-inflammatory cytokine and a major activator of the host fever 

response. CXCL8, also known as IL-8, is an important chemoattractant 

for neutrophils and is produced by an endothelial cells at sites of 

Figure 9: Fold change of CD marker gene expression between 
infected monkeys and uninfected monkeys. 

Fold change of CD marker gene expression were visualized using a 
radar plot to compare the response between infected monkeys and 
uninfected monkeys. Arrows indicate genes that were significantly 
different in expression as called by DESeq2 analysis. Arrows are 
colored to indicate the direction of expression change in infected 
monkeys compared to uninfected monkeys: up (green) or down (red).  
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infection. CD28 is a marker found on T cells, acting with T-cell receptors 

to stimulate IL-6 expression from activated T cells. 

Figure 10: Between group analysis of cytokine, chemokine, 
and CD marker gene expression counts between infected 
monkeys (blue) and uninfected monkeys (red).  

Between group analysis showing the separation of cytokine, 
chemokine, and CD marker gene expression on the BGA 
discrimination axis along one line of differentiation: infected vs 
uninfected (A). By overlaying sample clustering and gene clustering 
from BGA analysis, genes most associated with infected or 
uninfected status were determined (B). Black dots represent 
individual genes, colored dots and lines represent monkey samples, 
and the BGA discrimination axis is colored orange.  
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Discussion 

We used of bulk RNA-sequencing of peripheral blood mononuclear cells 

(PBMCs) taken from naturally infected monkeys to validate the current paradigm 

of PBMC response during chronic T. cruzi Infection from a holistic perspective. 

Figure 11: Ordination plot of the top 20 immune biomarker gene 
expression most likely to predict infected monkeys  

Ordination plot showing the top 20 cytokines, chemokines, and CD 
marker genes most likely to predict infected monkeys along the main 
BGA discrimination axis. Genes colored in green were found 
significant by DESeq2 analysis as well. Genes at the top of the arrow 
are associated with upregulated in infected monkeys, while genes 
toward the bottom are associated with downregulation in monkeys.  
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We were able to confirm that the immune response was consistent with current 

literature: naturally infected monkeys had an increased pro-inflammatory TH1 

response and a decreased TH2 anti-inflammatory response. Evidence for this 

pro-inflammatory response appeared to be driven by cytokines and chemokines 

gene expression upregulation: IFN , IL-15, and CXCL10 in infected monkeys. 

The TH2 response was lost through a downregulation of IL-10, TGF 1, and 

CCL22 gene expression in infected monkeys. No genes associated with TH17 

cytokine expression were differentially expressed; however, cytokines such as 

TGF 1 can stimulate TH17 cell differentiation, suggesting that the TH17 

response in infected monkeys may be downregulated as well.  

TGF 1 was the most expressed gene of any of the cytokines and 

chemokine genes in both infected and uninfected monkeys. Indeed, it is 

unsurprising that both TGF 1 and IFN  would be differentially expressed in 

infected monkeys, as the importance of both in determining Chagas disease 

progression has been well documented in the literature179. IL-15 had a large fold 

change in gene expression between infected and uninfected monkeys, 

suggesting this pro-inflammatory cytokine plays a highly important role during 

infection. IL-15 has a wide range of pro-inflammatory functions, primarily 

stimulating T, B, and natural killer cell responses as well as inducing IFN  

expression. As both IL-15 and CXCL10 enhance IFN  expression, both may 

serve as therapeutic targets by tangentially inhibiting IFN  response to stop 

pathogenetic inflammation without directly inhibiting IFN  expression necessary 

for parasite clearance. Our suggestion that IL-15 and CXCL10 are major 
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molecules during Chagas disease progression has been frequently been shown: 

increased IL-15 and CXCL10 expression in serum has previously been 

associated with cardiac Chagas disease1, whereas co-expression of IL-15 with 

vaccine delivery was shown to improve anti-trypanosomic vaccine effectiveness 

in mice180. We were also able to confirm the importance of IL-10. Reduction of 

the TH2 cytokine IL-10 has consistently been shown to be associated with T. 

cruzi infection179. IL-10 could potentially be another lucrative therapeutic target, 

as its functions can counter-act IFN  inflammation, without eliminating the IFN  

expression necessary for parasite clearance. Indeed, the ratio of IL-10/IFN  

expression has correlated well with chronic cardiac Chagas disease 

progression, future studies may seek to test this in experimental models.  

Noteworthy in this study was the upregulation of CCL22 gene expression 

in infected monkeys. CCL22 is primarily expressed by dendritic cells and 

macrophages. CCL22 is an important ligand of CCR4. CCR4 has been 

extensively studied as a drug target because CCR4 is predominately expressed 

by TH2 cell types including Treg cells. CCR4 expression was associated with 

severe disease and has been explored as a marker of Chagas disease 

progression181, but ligands of CCR4 have yet to be explored as therapeutic 

targets despite precedence in other diseases182.  

Many cytokines previously associated with Chagas disease progression 

were not significant in this study. Surprisingly there was no significant difference 

in gene expression in IL-12 and TNF  expression between infected and 

uninfected monkeys as previous studies have suggested these cytokines are 
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upregulated during T. cruzi infection179, although IL-12 did appear to be 

downregulated and TNF  upregulated in infected monkeys, just not to a level 

that achieved significance. Previously reported cytokines that were associated 

with parasite burden control: IL-13, IL-6, and IL-2179,183, did not have significantly 

differentially expressed genes between infected and uninfected monkeys, 

although these genes were filtered out from differential gene expression calling 

due to low read counts. No genes associated with IL-17 expression were 

significantly differentially expressed between infected and uninfected monkeys, 

nor were any IL-17 variants, although IL-17 expression has been associated 

with better parasite control in Chagasic mice184.  IL-17A, IL-17B, and IL-17C 

were filtered out due to low read counts. IL-17F appeared to be downregulated 

in infected monkeys; however, this change was not large enough to pass our 

fold change cutoff of 1.5. Neither IL-21, IL-22, or IL-26 were differentially 

expressed in infected monkeys compared to uninfected monkeys. It is important 

to consider that gene expression serves as the starting point of the immune 

system response. Because signaling molecules in the immune system work in a 

network, single cytokine gene expression could result in an immune cascade 

produced from non-PBMC sources. Therefore, experiments measuring serum 

and tissue level cytokines could reflect the final stage of the response, whereas 

gene expression of cytokine and chemokine expression serves as the starting 

line.  

There appeared to be a downregulation of T cell response, suggested by 

the downregulation of CD7 and CD28, alongside important intracellular function 
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pathways related to protein expression and packaging, cell cycle regulation, and 

energy metabolism. These pathways were indicative of an inability of the cells to 

respond to infection, as many pathways related to stress response were 

downregulated. This suggests that the T cells responding to infection are 

expressed, but not functional, likely resulting in some form of immune 

exhaustion. Indeed, gene expression of programmed cell death 1 ligand 2, killer 

cell lectin like receptor G1, and CD244, markers of immune tolerance were 

upregulated in infected monkeys.  Interestingly, no other specific immune cell 

markers were differentially expressed, and of those CD markers that were, most 

had ubiquitous functions or were non-specific cell activators. Focusing on the 

downregulated CD markers found in infected monkeys, CD28- T cells have been 

found reduced in Chagasic patients and this reduction was associated with 

disease progression and cardiac symptoms185,186. CD28+ T cells are important 

for IL-10 and TGF 1 production; therefore, it is unsurprising that these cells 

would be important for Chagas disease control with their importance in 

maintaining the TH2 response. CD7+ T cells have not been investigated in 

relation to Chagas disease and may serve as an effective marker of infection.  

In conclusion, we were able holistically describe the immune response in 

naturally infected monkeys. Through this framework, we validated the current 

understanding that chronic T. cruzi infection results in an immune response 

skewed toward TH1 responses, with downregulated TH2 cytokines and no 

expression of TH17 activators. This response appears to be driven by very 

specific cytokine expression: downregulation of anti-inflammatory TGF 1 and 
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IL-10 alongside upregulation of pro-inflammatory IFN  and IL-15. T-cells appear 

to be highly trafficked through upregulated CXCL10 expression in infected 

monkeys, although T cell function appears to be downregulated.  
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IX. Aim 2A: Identify Immune Biomarkers Associated with Parasite Burden 
Control 
 
Background 
 

Most estimates suggest that 20-30% of patients will develop 

chronic Chagas disease21,23,25,73-76 after infection, suggesting there may 

be differences in the host response that determine the course of disease. 

Because parasite burden has also been linked to disease severity, it 

stands to reason that disease severity is dependent on the host ability to 

control parasitemia. For this reason, current treatments focus on using 

anti-trypanosomic compounds, aiming to clear the parasite from infected 

hosts. In addition to their high toxicity, these drugs must also be balanced 

with treating any associated tissue damage or inflammatory symptoms. 

Therefore, there is a compelling reason to target treatment at those at 

risk of severe disease.  

Biomarkers of parasitemia control could potentially serve as drug 

targets or diagnostic tools187,188. Current tools focus on parasite antigens 

as identifiers of infection; however, because parasitemia can be 

undetectable during chronic infection, host biomarkers of parasitemia 

control are necessary.  

Immune biomarkers have been explored as biomarkers, but only 

for treatment effectiveness189. Prothrombotic markers such as 

endogenous thrombin potential and sP-selectin were upregulated in 

infected patients but reduced after treatment with benznidazole187. IFN , 

IL-12, IL-10, and CD40L have been studied as markers correlated with 
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disease progression187,190, but have been studied in isolation and only as 

markers of treatment effectiveness. There is a need for markers that can 

identify patients at risk of severe disease pre-treatment.   

There is evidence that parasite burden correlates with Chagas 

disease progression.3 By comparing the transcriptomes of PBMCs taken 

from chronically infected monkeys with stable parasitemia over time and 

chronically infected monkeys with rising parasitemia over time, we can 

identify molecules associated with parasitemia control. These molecules 

can provide the foundation for functional biomarker studies by identifying 

which molecules to target for measurement in serum or blood. These 

biomarkers can serve as prognostic tools of disease progression, 

allowing for targeted anti-trypanosomic treatment to those high risk for 

severe disease.  

Methods 

Samples 
 

The same samples from Aim 1 were used for Aim 2.  All sample 

collections and handling were performed as described previously.  

Parasitemia Measurement 
 

Monkey blood samples were mixed with equal volumes of 6M 

guanidine-HCl 0.2 M EDTA shortly following collection and stored at 4ºC. 

DNA was extracted from 300 μL of blood/guanidine mixtures using the 

QIAamp DNA Blood Mini Kit (QIAGEN, Hilden, Germany). Quantitative 

real-time PCR (qPCR) was performed according to a previously 
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proposed methodology, using the duplex TaqMan system targeting the 

195 bp region of T. cruzi satellite DNA. The qPCR reactions were carried 

out at a final volume of 20 μL containing 5 μL DNA from each sample, 

750 M of the two primers, and 50 M of the TaqMan probe. The 

FastStart Universal Probe Master Rox Kit (Roche, Basel, Switzerland) 

was used, and the Techne PrimePro 48 Real-Time PCR detection 

system (Bibby Scientific, Staffordshire, UK) was used for amplification. A 

standard curve was obtained by extracting DNA from serially diluted 

epimastigote forms of the WB1 strain (DTU TcI), with a detection limit of 

0.01 parasites/mL. Positive, negative, and reagent internal controls will 

be used for all qPCR reactions. Parasitemia of samples will be back 

calculated to the standard curve line using Techne ProStudy Software 

(Bibby Scientific, Staffordshire, UK).  

Genotyping  
 

The hypervariable intergenic region of the mini exon gene was 

PCR-amplified as per previously described protocols55 from extracted 

DNA. PCR products were purified using an Invitrogen PureLink Quick 

PCR Purification Kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific, NY, USA) and sequenced 

using MiSeq Illumina sequencing. Reads were filtered using fastp 

program, a FASTQ preprocessor for quality control, adapter trimming, 

quality filtering, and per-read quality pruning.191 Sequence reads were 

mapped to T. cruzi mini-exon reference sequences representing all 

parasite DTUs (H1 TcI [EF576846], Tu18 TcII [AY367125], M5631 TcIII 
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[AY367126], 92122102r TcIV [AY367124], SC43 TcV [AY367127], CL 

TcVI [U57984], and TCC2477 TcBat [KT305884]) using the BWA MEM 

mapper algorithm. Only sequences representing at least 1% of the reads 

were used to determine DTU within samples.  

Sample Size/Power  
 

Sample size was calculated as in Aim 1. Comparing uninfected, 

controller, and progressor groups we were also able to achieve a 99% 

power using at minimum 9 samples per group.   

Transcriptome Analysis  
 

PBMC handling, RNA extraction, DEG calling, and data analysis 

was performed as described in Aim 1.  

Pathway/Biomarker Analysis  

Pathway analysis was performed as described in Aim 1. Potential 

molecular biomarkers were found by querying the SPRomeDB, a free 

online database of human classical secretory proteins.  

Results  
 
 Samples  
 

 Parasitemia over time of chronically infected monkeys used in 

Aim 1 had been previously quantified.3 Monkeys had been infected for 

4.1 ± 0.3 years at the start of the follow-up, with infections ranging from 1 

to 6 years.3 On average, monkeys were infected with 8.1 ± 1.5 parasite 

eq./ml of blood over 24-30 months of follow up as measured by qPCR.3 

Parasitemia changes measured over time revealed two groups of 
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infected monkeys: those with a slow decrease in parasitemia over time, 

called “Controllers”, and those with an increase in parasitemia over time, 

called “Progressors”.3  

Table 3: Monkey Samples Used for Aim 2A 

Monkey ID Age Sex 
Infection 
Group 

Infection 
Status 

HA67 14 F Infected Controller 
IN54 12 F Infected Controller 
IP64 12 F Infected Controller 
JC08 11 F Infected Controller 
JM46 10 M Infected Controller 
JN64 10 F Infected Controller 
LL64 5 F Infected Controller 
KP37 8 M Infected Controller 
HN75 14 F Infected Controller 
EP36 18 F Infected Progressor 
GI52 15 F Infected Progressor 
KA90 9 F Infected Progressor 
KC05 9 F Infected Progressor 
KL57 6 F Infected Progressor 
JL71 11 M Infected Progressor 
JT42 10 F Infected Progressor 
MD12 4 F Infected Progressor 
ED57 19 F Infected Progressor 
AG23   Uninfected Uninfected 
HD69   Uninfected Uninfected 
ID59   Uninfected Uninfected 
JN58   Uninfected Uninfected 
KC78   Uninfected Uninfected 
KK63   Uninfected Uninfected 
KL72   Uninfected Uninfected 
KR83   Uninfected Uninfected 
LB83   Uninfected Uninfected 
LD53   Uninfected Uninfected 
ME13   Uninfected Uninfected 

 
Differential Gene Expression  
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PCA was used to visualize sample similarly by adjusted read 

count data (Figure 13). As expected, controllers and progressors 

clustered separately from uninfected samples. Controller samples 

clustered tightly; however, progressor samples displayed larger 

heterogeneity. The tight clustering of controller samples suggested an 

immune response specific to monkeys able to control parasite burden.   

Figure 12: PCA of samples categorized as uninfected (Red), 
infected with controlled parasitemia (Controller, Blue), and infected 
with rising parasitemia (Progressor, Green) 

Adjusted, normalized read counts from samples showed clear 
separation between uninfected (red) and infected monkeys. Categorized 
by infection status, those that could control parasitemia (Controllers, 
blue) clustered tightly while those with rising parasitemia (Progressors, 
green) showed heterogeneity within their group but remained separate 
from uninfected.  
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Differential expression was determined using uninfected monkeys 

as the comparison baseline group. After filtering and Q/C, 28076 genes 

remained for differential expression analysis. Controllers had 1349 genes 

upregulated and 912 genes downregulated compared to uninfected 

monkeys. Volcano plots were used to visualize this distribution (Figure 

14). Progressors followed a similar pattern, 1231 upregulated and 985 

downregulated genes compared to uninfected monkeys, against 

visualized by volcano plot (Figure 15).  

Pathway Analysis 
 

Significant DEGs were queried for functional pathway analysis. By 

comparing pathways over-enriched in controllers or progressors to the 

ones found in all infected monkeys in Aim 1, it was possible to identify 

immune responses relevant to controlling parasitemia, while clarifying 

those generally found during chronic infection.  
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No upregulated pathways were found through this analysis 

method.  

Comparatively, a substantial number of pathways were 

downregulated unique to infected monkeys that could control parasitemia 

and infected monkeys with rising parasitemia.  

Unique pathways were found in controller monkeys (Table 4). The 

IL-4 production pathway was specifically downregulated. In addition, T-

cell differentiation pathways were specifically downregulated in controller 

monkeys compared to general lymphocyte activation found among all 

infected monkeys. Perhaps surprisingly, this included the TH17 

differentiation pathway.  

Figure 13: Volcano plot of the distribution of the differential gene 
expression analysis results between uninfected and infected 
monkeys that could control parasitemia. 

Between uninfected and infected monkeys that could control parasitemia, 
2216 genes had significant differential expression using an alpha = 0.05. 
Using a fold change cutoff of 1.5, of the 2216 genes, 1231 genes were 
upregulated (blue) and 985 genes were downregulated (red). 
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Table 4: Pathways over-enriched from genes differentially 
downregulated in infected monkeys that can control parasitemia 
compared to uninfected monkeys 

Name 

GO/KEGG 

ID 

FDR 

p-

value 

alpha-beta T cell activation GO:0046631 0.007 

alpha-beta T cell differentiation GO:0046632 0.008 

cardiac ventricle morphogenesis GO:0003208 0.016 

cell activation GO:0001775 0.002 

cell-cell adhesion GO:0098609 0.012 

Figure 14: Volcano plot of the distribution of the differential gene 
expression analysis results between uninfected and infected 
monkeys with rising parasitemia. 

Between uninfected and infected monkeys that could control parasitemia, 
2261 genes had significant differential expression using an alpha = 0.05. 
Using a fold change cutoff of 1.5, of the 2261 genes, 1349 genes were 
upregulated (blue) and 912 genes were downregulated (red). 
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HIF-1 signaling pathway mcc04066  0.003 

immune effector process GO:0002252 0.044 

interleukin-4 production GO:0032633 0.013 

myeloid leukocyte differentiation GO:0002573 0.032 

outflow tract morphogenesis GO:0003151 0.026 

positive regulation of cell adhesion GO:0045785 0.023 

positive regulation of gene expression GO:0010628 0.010 

positive regulation of hemopoiesis GO:1903708 0.006 

positive regulation of immune system process GO:0002684 0.041 

positive regulation of leukocyte differentiation GO:1902107 0.006 

positive regulation of lymphocyte differentiation GO:0045621 0.007 

positive regulation of myeloid cell differentiation GO:0045639 0.032 

positive regulation of T cell differentiation GO:0045582 0.009 

regulation of cell adhesion GO:0030155 0.015 

regulation of cytokine production GO:0001817 0.028 

regulation of hemopoiesis GO:1903706 0.002 

regulation of interleukin-4 production GO:0032673 0.013 

regulation of leukocyte differentiation GO:1902105 0.013 

regulation of lymphocyte differentiation GO:0045619 0.005 

regulation of myeloid cell differentiation GO:0045637 0.023 

regulation of T cell differentiation GO:0045580 0.003 

response to lipid GO:0033993 0.020 

response to nitrogen compound GO:1901698 0.023 
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response to oxygen-containing compound GO:1901700 0.005 

T cell differentiation GO:0030217 0.022 

Th17 cell differentiation mcc04659  0.022 

tissue remodeling GO:0048771 0.034 

viral life cycle GO:0019058 0.040 

viral process GO:0016032 0.014 

 

Among downregulated pathways found in progressor monkeys ( 

Table 5), IFN-  production was downregulated. In addition, progressor 

monkeys had downregulation of tolerance induction and regulation of 

apoptosis, suggesting a systemic compensatory mechanism to deal with 

non-functioning immune cells among these samples fighting rising 

parasite burden. Regulation of leukocyte, lymphocyte, mononuclear, and 

T cell proliferation pathways were all downregulated in progressor 

monkeys.  

Table 5: Pathways over-enriched from genes differentially 
downregulated in infected monkeys with rising parasitemia 
compared to uninfected monkeys 

Name 
GO/KEGG 
ID 

FDR p-
value 

adaptive immune response based on somatic r
ecombination of immune receptors built from i
mmunoglobulin superfamily domains 

GO:000246
0 0.024 

endoplasmic reticulum unfolded protein respon
se 

GO:003096
8 0.033 

interferon-gamma production 
GO:003260
9 0.027 

intrinsic apoptotic signaling pathway 
GO:009719
3 0.009 
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lymphocyte proliferation 
GO:004665
1 0.031 

mononuclear cell proliferation 
GO:003294
3 0.031 

positive regulation of apoptotic process 
GO:004306
5 0.004 

positive regulation of cell death 
GO:001094
2 0.011 

positive regulation of interferon-
gamma production 

GO:003272
9 0.022 

positive regulation of leukocyte mediated immu
nity 

GO:000270
5 0.039 

positive regulation of programmed cell death 
GO:004306
8 0.005 

protein catabolic process 
GO:003016
3 0.028 

protein import 
GO:001703
8 0.028 

receptor catabolic process 
GO:003280
1 0.024 

regulation of interferon-gamma production 
GO:003264
9 0.027 

regulation of leukocyte proliferation 
GO:007066
3 0.039 

regulation of lymphocyte proliferation 
GO:005067
0 0.028 

regulation of mononuclear cell proliferation 
GO:003294
4 0.028 

regulation of T cell proliferation 
GO:004212
9 0.043 

response to endoplasmic reticulum stress 
GO:003497
6 0.031 

RNA processing 
GO:000639
6 0.014 

T cell proliferation 
GO:004209
8 0.027 

tolerance induction 
GO:000250
7 0.032 
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Identification of Immune Biomarkers Associated with Parasitemia 

Control  

Differentially expressed cytokine, chemokine, and CD marker 

genes were identified for each comparison: uninfected vs controller and 

uninfected vs progressor (Figure 16). These immune biomarkers were 

surveyed because they represent potential low hanging fruit: cytokine, 

chemokines, and CD markers can be measured in blood and can serve 

as accessible prognostic indicators of what hosts can control parasitemia.  

Among upregulated genes associated with immune biomarker 

expression, controller monkeys had a balanced TH1/TH2 profile: genes for 

IFN , IL-6, and IL-24 expression all were upregulated in controller 

Figure 15: Shared and unique differentially expressed immune 
biomarkers between infected monkeys that can control 
parasitemia and infected monkeys with rising parasitemia. 

Differentially expressed genes related to cytokine, chemokine, and 
CD marker expression compared between controller (blue) and 
progressor (green) samples. While both groups had a downregulated 
TH2 profile, controllers balanced this with upregulated TH1 and TH2 
responses, while progressors downregulated the TH1 response.  
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monkeys. Downregulated genes in controller monkeys included the T-cell 

activator CCL22.  

Progressors on the other hand only showed a  

downregulated TH1 response, with IFN 1 and IL-1B gene expression 

both down regulated in progressor monkeys.  

CD markers can serve as immune biomarkers, both by suggesting 

differences in cell composition associated with parasitemia control or as 

membrane bound cell targets. While controller monkeys had upregulated 

CD79B and CD109 gene expression, both T-cell activators, they also had 

downregulated gene expression associated with lymphocyte, 

macrophage, and complement activation: CD44, CD68, CD83, and CD93 

gene expression was downregulated in controller monkeys. These 

markers are also associated with dendritic cell inhibition.  

CD marker gene expression upregulated in progressor monkeys 

were CD4, CD33, CD59, and CD101, all associated with T-cell activation 

as well as complement and monocyte inhibition. Progressor monkeys 

had downregulated gene expression of CD9, CD14, CD69, and CD163, 

markers associated with T cell inhibition, as well as monocyte, natural 

killer cell, and dendritic cell activation.  

Multi-variate analysis was used to uncover which of these immune 

biomarkers were most associated with which group: uninfected, 

controller, or progressor. Between group analysis of gene expression 

between samples revealed strong separation of controller, progressor, 
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and uninfected monkeys along two main BGA discrimination axes (Figure 

17B). The two main BGA discrimination axes provides coordinate data 

associated with sample clustering. By overlaying this coordinate data of 

the samples over the clustering of gene expression, genes found at the 

ends of the main BGA discrimination axes represent upregulated genes 

most associated with groups: controllers, progressors, or uninfected 

monkeys (Figure 17A). The top 20 genes associated with parasitemia 

control were identified along these main BGA discrimination axes. From 

this analysis, upregulation of IFN , CD1C, CD226, CD70, CD40LG, 

Figure 16: Between group analysis of cytokine, chemokine, and 
CD marker gene expression counts between uninfected monkeys 
(red), infected monkeys that could control parasitemia (green), 
and infected monkeys with rising parasitemia (blue). 

Between group analysis showing their separation on the BGA 
discrimination axes along two lines of differentiation: infected vs 
uninfected (A). Clustering of samples used to create the BGA 
discrimination axes are shown in the inset (B). Black dots represent 
individual genes, colored dots and lines represent monkey samples, 
and the BGA discrimination axes are colored orange. Gene names are 
colored based on which group upregulation of the gene is predictive of. 
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CXCL10 and IL-7 gene expression were most associated with controller 

monkeys, whereas upregulation of CD14, CD36, CD177, CD33, 

CD300A, and CD163 gene expression were associated with progressor 

monkeys.  

Identification of Protein Biomarkers Associated with Parasitemia 

Control  

Differentially expressed genes not associated with immune 

biomarker expression were queried in the SPRomeDB database, a 

database of known human secreted proteins. Differentially expressed 

genes can represent differentially produced proteins that serve as 

candidate biomarkers of parasitemia control that are measurable in 

blood. Genes identified in the SPRomeDB database were further queried 

in the Human Protein Atlas (proteinatlas.org)192 to condense the list into 

the best biomarker candidates: secreted proteins or transmembrane 

proteins expressed on specific immune cells with evidence of detection in 

blood by immunoassay and a high fold change of gene expression.  

Among controller monkeys, 16 blood secreted proteins, 15 

membrane proteins, and 7 intracellular proteins (Table 7) were identified. 

Of the 16 blood secreted proteins, 8 have been detected in blood by 

immunoassay, representing proteins most likely to be found and 

measurable in blood; 4 upregulated genes: apolipoprotein D (APOD), 

nucleobindin 2 (NUCB2), prepronociceptin (PNOC), protein S (PROS1) 

and 4 downregulated genes: lymphotoxin alpha (LTA), C1q and TNF 
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related 1 (C1QTNF1), HtrA serine peptidase 1 (HTRA1), oncostatin M 

(OSM). Eight additional secreted proteins were identified: inter-alpha-

trypsin inhibitor heavy chain 2 (ITIH2), HtrA serine peptidase 4 (HTRA4), 

chondroadherin (CHAD), complement factor properdin (CFP), cartilage 

associated protein (CRTAP), cathepsin B (CTSB), transforming growth 

factor beta induced (TGFBI), and syndecan 4 (SDC4). Secreted proteins 

with the highest fold change have a good chance of being biomarkers of 

parasitemia control; among infected monkeys that could control 

parasitemia, these include upregulation of ITIH2 (Fold Change = 18.14) 

and downregulation of SDC4 (Fold Change = 0.25). Transmembrane 

proteins expressed on specific cell types also have a good chance of 

being biomarkers of parasitemia control. Among infected monkeys that 

could control parasitemia, immune cell specific transmembrane proteins 

with the largest fold changes included leucine rich repeat neuronal 3 

(LRRN3) upregulated on CD4+ T-cells and CD8+ T-cells (Fold Change = 

13.42), desmoglein 2 (DSG2) upregulated on basophils (Fold Change = 

9.48), glycoprotein Ib platelet subunit alpha (GP1BA) upregulated on 

basophils (Fold Change = 2.76), and carboxypeptidase M (CPM) 

downregulated on dendritic cells and monocytes (Fold Change = 0.20).  

Sixty-seven biomarker candidates were found differentially 

expressed among infected monkeys with rising parasitemia, 27 secreted 

proteins, 20 transmembrane proteins, and 20 intracellular proteins. Of the 

27 secreted proteins, 8 have been detected in blood by immunoassay, 
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representing proteins most likely to be found and measurable in blood; 

upregulated platelet derived growth factor subunit B (PDGFB), 

upregulated von Willebrand factor (VWF), upregulated pro-platelet basic 

protein (PPBP), upregulated galanin GMAP prepropeptide (GAL), 

downregulated growth arrest specific 6 (GAS6), downregulated TIMP 

metallopeptidase inhibitor 1 (TIMP1), downregulated vascular endothelial 

growth factor A (VEGFA), and downregulated gremlin 1 DAN family BMP 

antagonist (GREM1). Secreted proteins with the highest fold change 

have a chance of being biomarkers of parasitemia control; among 

infected monkeys with rising parasitemia, these include upregulated 

latent transforming growth factor beta binding protein 1 (LTBP1), 

upregulated WNT inhibitory factor 1 (WIF1), upregulated coiled-coil 

glutamate rich protein 2 (CCER2), upregulated programmed cell death 1 

ligand 2 (PDCD1LG2), and downregulated glycoprotein hormones alpha 

polypeptide (CGA). Transmembrane proteins expressed on specific cell 

types also have a good chance of being biomarkers of parasitemia 

control. Among infected monkeys with rising parasitemia, immune cell 

specific transmembrane proteins with the largest fold changes included 

integrin subunit alpha 2b upregulated on basophils (ITGA2B), inducible T 

cell costimulatory downregulated on Treg cells (ICOS), and leucine rich 

repeat containing 32 downregulated on Treg cells (LRRC32).  
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Table 6: Candidate protein biomarkers associated with infected monkeys 
that can control parasitemia 

Gene 

Name 

Fold 

Chan

ge Description 

Predicte

d 

Locatio

n 

Immune 

Cell 

Specifici

ty 

Detected 

in Blood 

by 

Immunoas

say 

APOD 2.14 apolipoprotein D Secreted B-Cells Yes 

NUCB2 1.82 nucleobindin 2 Secreted No Yes 

PNOC 1.71 prepronociceptin Secreted 

B-Cells, 

Dendritic 

Cells Yes 

PROS1 1.5 protein S Secreted No Yes 

LTA 0.59 lymphotoxin alpha Secreted No Yes 

C1QTNF

1 0.46 

C1q and TNF 

related 1 Secreted No Yes 

HTRA1 0.34 

HtrA serine 

peptidase 1 Secreted No Yes 

OSM 

0.1 

control

l7 oncostatin M Secreted 

Neutroph

il, 

Basophil

s Yes 
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ITIH2 18.14 

inter-alpha-trypsin 

inhibitor heavy chain 

2 Secreted No No 

HTRA4 1.98 

HtrA serine 

peptidase 4 Secreted No No 

CHAD 1.54 chondroadherin Secreted B-Cells No 

CFP 0.64 

complement factor 

properdin Secreted 

Dendritic 

Cells, 

Monocyt

es No 

CRTAP 0.63 

cartilage associated 

protein Secreted 

Monocyt

e No 

CTSB 0.59 cathepsin B Secreted 

Dendritic 

Cells, 

Monocyt

es, 

Basophil

s No 

TGFBI 0.36 

transforming growth 

factor beta induced Secreted 

Dendritic 

Cells, 

Monocyt

es No 

SDC4 0.25 syndecan 4 Secreted No No 
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LRRN3 13.42 

leucine rich repeat 

neuronal 3 

Membra

ne 

CD4+ T-

Cells, 

CD8+ T-

Cells No 

DSG2 9.48 desmoglein 2 

Membra

ne Basophil No 

GYPA 3.64 

glycophorin A (MNS 

blood group) 

Membra

ne No No 

GP1BA 2.76 

glycoprotein Ib 

platelet subunit 

alpha 

Membra

ne Basophil No 

CD300L

G 2.23 

CD300 molecule like 

family member g 

Membra

ne No No 

SLC15A

2 2.2 

solute carrier family 

15 member 2 

Membra

ne No No 

DLK1 2.09 

delta like non-

canonical Notch 

ligand 1 

Membra

ne No No 

SEMA4B 1.57 semaphorin 4B 

Membra

ne 

B-Cells, 

Neutroph

ils No 

NETO2 1.55 

neuropilin and tolloid 

like 2 

Membra

ne No No 
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ERN1 0.66 

endoplasmic 

reticulum to nucleus 

signaling 1 

Membra

ne Basophil No 

SIRPA 0.64 

signal regulatory 

protein alpha 

Membra

ne 

Dendritic 

Cells, 

Monocyt

es, 

Eosinoph

ils, 

Neutroph

ils No 

NDRG1 0.63 

N-myc downstream 

regulated 1 

Membra

ne No No 

SLC8B1 0.61 

solute carrier family 

8 member B1 

Membra

ne No No 

APLP2 0.57 

amyloid beta 

precursor like 

protein 2 

Membra

ne 

Monocyt

e No 

CPM 0.2 carboxypeptidase M 

Membra

ne 

Dendritic 

Cells, 

Monocyt

es No 
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MUC19 3.94 mucin 19, oligomeric 

Intracellu

lar No No 

PIKFYV

E 1.67 

phosphoinositide 

kinase, FYVE-type 

zinc finger 

containing 

Intracellu

lar No No 

CACNB1 1.62 

calcium voltage-

gated channel 

auxiliary subunit 

beta 1 

Intracellu

lar No No 

MDN1 1.61 

midasin AAA 

ATPase 1 

Intracellu

lar No No 

NPC2 0.49 

NPC intracellular 

cholesterol 

transporter 2 

Intracellu

lar 

Dendritic 

Cells, 

Monocyt

es, 

Basophil

s, 

Neutroph

ils No 

RIN2 0.13 

Ras and Rab 

interactor 2 

Intracellu

lar 

Monocyt

e No 
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B4GALN

T1 0.04 

beta-1,4-N-acetyl-

galactosaminyltransf

erase 1 

Intracellu

lar No No 

 

Table 7: Candidate protein biomarkers associated with monkeys infected 
with rising parasitemia 

Gene 
Name 

Fold 
Chan
ge Description 

Predicte
d 
Location 

Immune 
Cell 
Specificit
y 

Detected 
in Blood by 
Immunoas
say 

PDGFB 3.15 

platelet derived 
growth factor subunit 
B Secreted T-cells Yes 

VWF 2.88 
von Willebrand 
factor Secreted No Yes 

PPBP 2.73 
pro-platelet basic 
protein Secreted 

Neutroph
ils, 
Basophil
s Yes 

GAL 1.52 
galanin and GMAP 
prepropeptide Secreted No Yes 

GAS6 0.6 
growth arrest 
specific 6 Secreted 

Dendritic 
Cells Yes 

TIMP1 0.4 

TIMP 
metallopeptidase 
inhibitor 1 Secreted No Yes 

VEGFA 0.16 
vascular endothelial 
growth factor A Secreted No Yes 

GREM1 0.06 

gremlin 1, DAN 
family BMP 
antagonist Secreted No Yes 

LTBP1 4.94 

latent transforming 
growth factor beta 
binding protein 1 Secreted 

Basophil
s No 

WIF1 2.63 
WNT inhibitory factor 
1 Secreted No No 

CCER2 2.42 
coiled-coil glutamate 
rich protein 2 Secreted No No 

PDCD1L
G2 2.31 

programmed cell 
death 1 ligand 2 Secreted No No 

DNASE1 2.27 deoxyribonuclease 1 Secreted No No 
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CGREF1 2.22 

cell growth regulator 
with EF-hand 
domain 1 Secreted No No 

PSPN 2.12 persephin Secreted No No 
SERPINI
1 2.05 

serpin family I 
member 1 Secreted No No 

SPINT1 1.97 

serine peptidase 
inhibitor, Kunitz type 
1 Secreted No No 

MZB1 1.84 

marginal zone B and 
B1 cell specific 
protein Secreted 

Dendritic 
Cells, B-
Cells No 

SFRP5 1.81 
secreted frizzled 
related protein 5 Secreted 

CD8+ T-
Cells No 

LGALS3
BP 1.77 

galectin 3 binding 
protein Secreted No No 

PI16 1.7 
peptidase inhibitor 
16 Secreted 

Treg-
Cells No 

SMPDL3
A 1.69 

sphingomyelin 
phosphodiesterase 
acid like 3A Secreted 

Basophil
s No 

PLOD3 1.68 

procollagen-lysine,2-
oxoglutarate 5-
dioxygenase 3 Secreted No No 

WFIKKN
1 1.57 

WAP, 
follistatin/kazal, 
immunoglobulin, 
kunitz and netrin 
domain containing 1 Secreted No No 

NOTUM 0.66 

notum, palmitoleoyl-
protein 
carboxylesterase Secreted No No 

CHI3L2 0.65 chitinase 3 like 2 Secreted No No 

CGA 0.17 

glycoprotein 
hormones, alpha 
polypeptide Secreted No No 

PKHD1L
1 2.96 PKHD1 like 1 

Membra
ne No No 

SDK2 2.93 
sidekick cell 
adhesion molecule 2 

Membra
ne No No 

ITGA2B 2.85 
integrin subunit 
alpha 2b 

Membra
ne 

Basophil
s No 

SELPLG 2.24 selectin P ligand 
Membra
ne No No 

GP9 2.23 
glycoprotein IX 
platelet 

Membra
ne 

Neutroph
ils, No 
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Basophil
s 

TTYH2 2.22 
tweety family 
member 2 

Membra
ne 

Dendritic 
Cells, 
Monocyt
es No 

DCBLD2 2.07 

discoidin, CUB and 
LCCL domain 
containing 2 

Membra
ne No No 

SIGLEC1 2 
sialic acid binding Ig 
like lectin 1 

Membra
ne 

Monocyt
e No 

DHRS9 1.98 
dehydrogenase/redu
ctase 9 

Membra
ne 

Neutroph
ils, 
Basophil
s, 
Eosinoph
ils No 

PCDH1 1.98 protocadherin 1 
Membra
ne No No 

BTN3A1 1.89 

butyrophilin 
subfamily 3 member 
A1 

Membra
ne No No 

BRI3BP 1.89 BRI3 binding protein 
Membra
ne 

Eosinoph
ils No 

ADAM10 1.73 

ADAM 
metallopeptidase 
domain 10 

Membra
ne No No 

THY1 1.66 
Thy-1 cell surface 
antigen 

Membra
ne No No 

TAPBP 1.54 TAP binding protein 
Membra
ne No No 

SARAF 0.65 

store-operated 
calcium entry 
associated 
regulatory factor 

Membra
ne No No 

ICAM1 0.49 
intercellular 
adhesion molecule 1 

Membra
ne No No 

SEMA4C 0.29 semaphorin 4C 
Membra
ne No No 

ICOS 0.18 
inducible T cell 
costimulator 

Membra
ne 

Treg-
Cells No 

LRRC32 0.13 
leucine rich repeat 
containing 32 

Membra
ne 

Treg-
Cells No 

CDH13 6.22 cadherin 13 
Intracellu
lar 

Monocyt
e No 
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OAS2 4.16 
2'-5'-oligoadenylate 
synthetase 2 

Intracellu
lar No No 

ANK1 3.39 ankyrin 1 
Intracellu
lar B-Cells No 

PTGS1 2.48 

prostaglandin-
endoperoxide 
synthase 1 

Intracellu
lar 

Basophil
s No 

GGH 1.94 
gamma-glutamyl 
hydrolase 

Intracellu
lar 

Dendritic 
Cells No 

TRIM47 1.87 
tripartite motif 
containing 47 

Intracellu
lar No No 

TXNDC1
5 1.86 

thioredoxin domain 
containing 15 

Intracellu
lar No No 

AHCYL1 1.72 
adenosylhomocystei
nase like 1 

Intracellu
lar No No 

FUCA1 1.64 alpha-L-fucosidase 1 
Intracellu
lar No No 

POGLUT
1 1.57 

protein O-
glucosyltransferase 
1 

Intracellu
lar No No 

PPT2 1.54 
palmitoyl-protein 
thioesterase 2 

Intracellu
lar 

CD8+ T-
Cells No 

SPATS2
L 1.54 

spermatogenesis 
associated serine 
rich 2 like 

Intracellu
lar 

Basophil
s No 

TPST2 1.52 
tyrosylprotein 
sulfotransferase 2 

Intracellu
lar No No 

CNPY2 1.5 
canopy FGF 
signaling regulator 2 

Intracellu
lar No No 

SRSF3 0.64 
serine and arginine 
rich splicing factor 3 

Intracellu
lar No No 

UTP4 0.63 

UTP4 small subunit 
processome 
component 

Intracellu
lar No No 

ZNF821 0.54 
zinc finger protein 
821 

Intracellu
lar 

B-cells, 
Treg-
Cells No 

SDF2 0.52 
stromal cell derived 
factor 2 

Intracellu
lar No No 

DNAJB9 0.45 

DnaJ heat shock 
protein family 
(Hsp40) member B9 

Intracellu
lar No No 

PUS3 0.4 
pseudouridine 
synthase 3 

Intracellu
lar No No 
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Discussion 
 

To identify biomarkers associated with parasitemia control, 

transcriptomes of PBMCs from chronically infected monkeys with 

controlled parasitemia and transcriptomes of PBMCS from chronically 

infected monkeys with rising parasitemia were compared to uninfected 

samples. In this way, the immune response described in Aim 1 could be 

broken down into necessary molecules for parasite control, and any 

molecules potentially overexpressed or underexpressed in blood in 

infected monkeys able to control parasitemia and infected monkeys 

unable to control parasitemia could be identified. These molecules can 

serve has readily measurable biomarkers of parasitemia control in blood 

of infected hosts, providing prognostic targets of disease progression.  

Due to the complex network of the immune system, it is unlikely 

that a single molecule can suffice as an immune biomarker of 

parasitemia control. Multivariate analysis allowed for the incorporation of 

multiple markers to test which markers are most predictive of ability to 

control parasitemia. Through this we were able to determine that a 

combination of upregulated IFN , CXCL10, IL-7, CD1C, CD226, CD70, 

and CD40LG could predict controller group status. Both IFN  and CD40 

have been suggested as biomarkers for disease progression 

previously179; however, our results suggest that these markers are 

predictive of controller status, not just overall infection. CXCL10 is 

generally upregulated in response to IFN ; therefore, it makes sense that 
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upregulation of CXCL10 and IFN  could predict the same group. IFN , 

CXCL10, IL-7, and CD40L can all be found as soluble molecules, 

meaning they can be measured in circulation. CD40L can also be found 

as a transmembrane protein, in addition to transmembrane proteins 

CD1C, CD226, and CD70. CD40L is a marker for activated CD4+ T-cells 

and CD1C is expressed on dendritic cells, suggesting that upregulation of 

these cell types could also serve as prognostic markers of parasitemia 

control. Expression of CD70 is highly regulated and transiently expressed 

by activated immune cells.193 Polarization of CD70 expression could 

serve as a sensitive biomarker of controller status. The combination of 

upregulated cell surface markers CD14, CD177, CD36, CD33, CD300A, 

and CD163 could predict progressor status. CD14 and CD163 can both 

be found in soluble or transmembrane form expressed by monocytes and 

macrophages, making these likely targets for detection in blood; whereas 

CD177 is expressed on neutrophils and CD36, CD33, CD163, and CD14 

expressed on monocytes and dendritic cells.  

Many of the differentially expressed genes found in infected 

monkeys that could control parasitemia and infected monkeys that had 

rising parasitemia lead to expression of secreted proteins which could be 

measured in blood, acting as biomarkers predictive of ability to control 

parasitemia. We queried all non-immune biomarkers in the SPRomeDB, 

a free database of human classical secretory proteins, and the Human 

Protein Atlas to determine which differentially expressed genes lead to 
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expression of likely protein biomarker candidates. Interesting biomarker 

candidates expressed by infected monkeys that could control parasitemia 

were APOD, NUCB2, PNOC, PROS1, LTA, C1QTNF1, HTRA1, OSM, 

ITIH2, LRRN3, DSG2, and CPM. An isoform fragment of APOD, APOA1, 

has been proposed as a biomarker of Chagas disease treatment 

effectiveness194, our work identifying over expression of APOD in infected 

monkeys that could control parasitemia suggests that perhaps targeting 

the whole gene or alternative isoforms may be more informative as a 

marker for disease progression. Polymorphisms in the LTA gene have 

been associated with chronic Chagas cardiomyopathy, yet the 

downregulated LTA protein we identified as a potential biomarker of 

infected monkeys that could control parasite has not been explored as a 

biomarker195. Six genes expressed secreted proteins that have been 

identified in blood using immunoassays: NUCB2, PNOC, and PROS1 

were over-expressed in infected monkeys that could control parasitemia 

and C1QTNF1, HTRA1, and OSM were under-expressed in infected 

monkeys that could control parasitemia. Our work suggests that these 

would be optimum proteins for future functional studies as the tools exists 

to detect protein expression of NUCB2, PNOC, PROS1, C1QTNF1, 

HTRA1, and OSM easily from blood samples usually collected during 

routine examinations. ITIH2 had an 18.14 fold change in gene expression 

among infected monkeys with controlled parasitemia, the largest of all 

secreted proteins, suggesting this protein could be easily detected as a 
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biomarker of parasitemia control. Differentially expressed genes in 

infected monkeys that could control parasitemia that express cell surface 

markers included LRRN3, DSG2, and CPM. LRRN3 was previously 

found upregulated in monocytes196, yet its expression on CD4+ T cells 

and CD8+ T cells have only been explored as a biomarker of HIV 

infection progression197 and not as a biomarker of T. cruzi parasitemia 

control despite the high fold change in gene expression found among 

infected monkeys that could control parasitemia. DSG2, highly over 

expressed on basophils in infected monkeys that could control 

parasitemia, has been explored as a biomarker in various cancers198 

suggesting its prognostic role in other diseases. PDGFB, VWF, PPBP, 

GAL, GAS6, TIMP1, VEGFA, and GREM1 are all likely candidates as 

biomarkers of infected monkeys with rising parasitemia, as proteins 

expressed by these genes were likely to be secreted proteins in blood 

detectable by immunoassay. Both VEGFA and GREM1 were over 5 

times under expressed in infected monkeys with rising parasitemia, 

suggesting differential expression could be large enough to provide 

prognostic value. Two transmembrane proteins, ICOS, LRRC32, both 

underexpressed on Treg cells, could represent unique biomarkers for 

infected monkeys with rising parasitemia due to their expression on a 

unique population of T cells and the large fold change of expression.  

In conclusion, we were able to identify biomarkers associated with 

parasitemia control in infected monkeys using PBMC transcriptome data 
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from infected monkeys able to control parasitemia and infected monkeys 

with rising parasitemia. Immune biomarkers upregulated in infected 

monkeys able to control parasitemia include IFN , CXCL10, IL-7, CD1C, 

CD226, CD70, and CD40LG whereas immune biomarkers upregulated in 

infected monkeys with rising parasitemia include CD14, CD177, CD36, 

CD33, CD300A, and CD163. We were also able to identify an additional 

78 candidate protein biomarkers for parasitemia control, future studies 

can use this list as a starting point for functional biomarker studies, as 

many of the candidate proteins have been detected in blood using 

immunoassays.  
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X. Aim 2B: Characterize the Immune Response of Infected Monkeys with 
Parasite Diversity 
 
Background  
 

Nearly all parasite strains have resulted in human disease43 but 

the relationship between T. cruzi strains and Chagas disease pathology 

is unclear. Both host and parasite traits can affect disease progression 

and outcomes:74 experiments have shown that different parasite strains 

can elicit different pathologies in the same host,74,95,199 exhibit different 

tissue tropisms,86,200 and have different responses to anti-Trypanosoma 

drugs.201 

Next-generation sequencing and new genetic markers, alongside 

the DTU classification system, have improved the ability to associate 

strains and pathology. Experimental infections with different pairs of 

parasite DTUs suggest differences in disease severity, pathology, and 

drug susceptibility among pairs43,48,79,201-208; however, these associations 

are difficult to generalize because laboratory experiments are restricted 

to culture adapted strains and limited number of strain combinations.  

Recently, a study in natural infections found hosts infected with a 

high parasite genetic diversity could control parasitemia better than hosts 

infected with a low parasite genetic diversity.3 Many non-exclusive 

theories have been suggested for this including competition between 

strains for resources or a more broad and diverse immune response 

against the infection. It is likely that competition between parasite strains 
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is occuring3; however, the host immune response to parasite diversity 

has yet to be explored, particularly in the context of natural infections.  

We will compare the transcriptomes of PBMCs taken from 

naturally infected monkeys with high and low parasite genotype diversity, 

characterizing the immune response in each group. With this information, 

we can explore or confirm the theory that increasing parasite diversity 

results in a balanced and diverse immune response against the infection. 

Results 
 

Samples 
 

Differential expression of significant genes from infected monkeys 

displayed distinct heterogeneity, clustering into three groups with similar 

gene expression patterns (Figure 20) suggesting another covariate could 

further help explain differences in the immune response.  

To investigate if parasite diversity could explain this clustering 

within infected monkeys, samples with similar gene expression profiles 

were categorized by cluster. No differences in age, duration of infection, 

or sex were found between clusters. Infected monkeys from Aim 2A had 

been previously genotyped.3 The average number of parasite genotypes 

were significantly different between clusters of gene expression (Figure 

21). Monkeys in gene expression cluster 3 had a significantly higher 

number of parasite DTUs compared to those in cluster 1 with 3.38 
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DTUs/monkey in gene expression cluster 3 and 2 DTUs/monkey in gene 

expression cluster 1. Monkeys in gene expression cluster 2 had 2.6 

DTUs/monkey, and while non-significantly different between cluster 1 and 

2, potentially represent an in-between state between the two.  

Only controller monkeys were found in gene expression cluster 1, 

both controller monkeys and progressor monkeys were found in gene 

expression cluster 2, and only progressor monkeys were found in gene 

expression cluster 3.  

Figure 17: Comparative gene expression between infected 
monkeys.  

Heatmap of differential gene expression among infected monkeys 
compared to uninfected monkeys. Infected monkeys appear to 
cluster into 3 groups (“Gene Expression Cluster”, Blue/Yellow/Light 
Green).  Distribution of infection status (Controllers, Peach and 
Progressors, Pink) is also displayed 
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Functional Response 

The gene expression profile from each gene expression cluster 

was compared to uninfected monkeys to determine immune system 

changes associated with parasite diversity. Functional pathways and 

signaling molecules were explored as in Aim 1 and Aim 2A.  

Monkeys infected with a high diversity of parasite strains had far 

more downregulated immune system pathways over-represented than 

Figure 18:Gene expression clusters contain significantly 
different rates of parasite diversity 

Within infected monkeys, gene expression clustered into three 
groups. There was a statistically significant difference in 
parasite diversity between gene expression cluster 1 and 2 
(mean 3.38 DTUs/ sample and 2 DTUs/sample, Tukey test p-
value = 0.0336). No parasite diversity difference could be found 
between gene expression cluster 1 and 3 or gene expression 
cluster 2 and 3. 
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monkeys infected with a low diversity of parasite strains. All 

downregulated immune system pathways overrepresented in monkeys 

infected with a low diversity of parasite strains were found in 

downregulated immune system pathways over-represented in monkeys 

with a high diversity of parasite strains. Monkeys infected with a medium 

diversity of parasite strains had no downregulated pathways over-

represented. None of the groups had any upregulated pathways over-

represented.  

All downregulated pathways over-represented in monkeys infected 

with a low diversity of parasite strains were also downregulated in 

monkeys infected with a high diversity of parasite strains. These 

pathways found in both monkeys infected with a high diversity of strains 

and monkeys infected with a low diversity of strains were related to T cell 

activity: T cell activation, T cell proliferation, and cell-cell adhesion.  

Monkeys infected with a high diversity of parasite strains had 

downregulated pathways involved in both overall immune system 

processes as well as intracellular processes (Table 7). Immune system 

processes downregulated were T cell activation and proliferation, 

specifically CD4+ T cells, IL-2, IL-10, and IL-4 production, tolerance 

induction, and the adaptive immune response. Downregulation of these 

pathways suggests an anti-inflammatory response, both TH1 and TH2, in 

monkeys infected with high diversity of parasite strains specifically. 

Monkeys infected with a high diversity of parasite strains also had 
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downregulation of intracellular processes: cellular response to external 

stressors, metabolism, energy consumption, and protein folding and 

expression, indicating that monkeys infected with a high diversity of 

parasite strains had dysregulated immune cells, focused on lymphocytes 

specifically CD4+ T cells.  

 

 

Table 8: Pathways over-enriched from genes differentially 
downregulated in infected monkeys with high diversity of parasite 
compared to uninfected monkeys. 

Name GO/KEGG ID 

FDR p-

value 

adaptive immune response GO:0002250 0.0238 

adaptive immune response based on 

somatic recombination of immune 

receptors built from immunoglobulin 

superfamily domains GO:0002460 0.0272 

alpha-beta T cell activation GO:0046631 0.0146 

alpha-beta T cell differentiation GO:0046632 0.0163 

apoptotic signaling pathway GO:0097190 0.0034 

CD4-positive, alpha-beta T cell 

activation GO:0035710 0.0464 

cell activation GO:0001775 0.0067 

cell-cell adhesion GO:0098609 0.0043 
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cellular response to biotic stimulus GO:0071216 0.0032 

cellular response to external stimulus GO:0071496 0.0114 

cellular response to extracellular 

stimulus GO:0031668 0.0273 

cellular response to glucose starvation GO:0042149 0.0238 

cellular response to lipid GO:0071396 0.0094 

cellular response to lipopolysaccharide GO:0071222 0.0032 

cellular response to molecule of 

bacterial origin GO:0071219 0.0050 

cellular response to nutrient levels GO:0031669 0.0325 

cellular response to oxygen-containing 

compound GO:1901701 0.0191 

cellular response to starvation GO:0009267 0.0387 

cellular response to topologically 

incorrect protein GO:0035967 0.0423 

cellular response to unfolded protein GO:0034620 0.0236 

cranial skeletal system development GO:1904888 0.0438 

cytokine production GO:0001816 0.0031 

DNA damage response, signal 

transduction by p53 class mediator GO:0030330 0.0104 

endoplasmic reticulum unfolded 

protein response GO:0030968 0.0114 
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establishment of protein localization to 

organelle GO:0072594 0.0120 

hematopoietic or lymphoid organ 

development GO:0048534 0.0003 

hemopoiesis GO:0030097 0.0004 

I-kappaB kinase/NF-kappaB signaling GO:0007249 0.0135 

immune effector process GO:0002252 0.0214 

immune response-regulating signaling 

pathway GO:0002764 0.0391 

immune system development GO:0002520 0.0002 

inflammatory response GO:0006954 0.0039 

interleukin-2 production GO:0032623 0.0070 

interleukin-4 production GO:0032633 0.0024 

intrinsic apoptotic signaling pathway GO:0097193 0.0126 

leukocyte activation GO:0045321 0.0024 

leukocyte cell-cell adhesion GO:0007159 0.0001 

leukocyte differentiation GO:0002521 0.0004 

leukocyte proliferation GO:0070661 0.0204 

lymphocyte activation GO:0046649 0.0002 

lymphocyte differentiation GO:0030098 0.0031 

lymphocyte proliferation GO:0046651 0.0095 

mononuclear cell differentiation GO:1903131 0.0029 

mononuclear cell proliferation GO:0032943 0.0095 
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mRNA metabolic process GO:0016071 0.0449 

mucopolysaccharide metabolic 

process GO:1903510 0.0418 

myeloid cell differentiation GO:0030099 0.0025 

myeloid dendritic cell activation GO:0001773 0.0431 

myeloid leukocyte differentiation GO:0002573 0.0043 

negative regulation of cell migration GO:0030336 0.0449 

negative regulation of cell-cell 

adhesion GO:0022408 0.0298 

negative regulation of cellular protein 

metabolic process GO:0032269 0.0062 

negative regulation of cytokine 

production GO:0001818 0.0344 

negative regulation of gene expression GO:0010629 0.0056 

negative regulation of NF-kappaB 

transcription factor activity GO:0032088 0.0492 

negative regulation of protein 

metabolic process GO:0051248 0.0141 

negative regulation of response to 

biotic stimulus GO:0002832 0.0080 

osteoclast differentiation GO:0030316 0.0236 

positive regulation of catabolic process GO:0009896 0.0034 

positive regulation of cell activation GO:0050867 0.0070 
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positive regulation of cell adhesion GO:0045785 0.0009 

positive regulation of cell death GO:0010942 0.0470 

positive regulation of cell differentiation GO:0045597 0.0060 

positive regulation of cell-cell adhesion GO:0022409 0.0013 

positive regulation of cellular catabolic 

process GO:0031331 0.0067 

positive regulation of cytokine 

production GO:0001819 0.0060 

positive regulation of developmental 

process GO:0051094 0.0223 

positive regulation of gene expression GO:0010628 0.0023 

positive regulation of hemopoiesis GO:1903708 0.0033 

positive regulation of immune system 

process GO:0002684 0.0024 

positive regulation of interleukin-10 

production GO:0032733 0.0267 

positive regulation of interleukin-2 

production GO:0032743 0.0114 

positive regulation of interleukin-4 

production GO:0032753 0.0267 

positive regulation of leukocyte 

activation GO:0002696 0.0062 
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positive regulation of leukocyte cell-cell 

adhesion GO:1903039 0.0003 

positive regulation of leukocyte 

differentiation GO:1902107 0.0033 

positive regulation of lymphocyte 

activation GO:0051251 0.0029 

positive regulation of lymphocyte 

differentiation GO:0045621 0.0141 

positive regulation of mononuclear cell 

migration GO:0071677 0.0354 

positive regulation of myeloid cell 

differentiation GO:0045639 0.0033 

positive regulation of NF-kappaB 

transcription factor activity GO:0051092 0.0267 

positive regulation of programmed cell 

death GO:0043068 0.0492 

positive regulation of Ras protein 

signal transduction GO:0046579 0.0354 

positive regulation of reactive oxygen 

species metabolic process GO:2000379 0.0238 

positive regulation of small GTPase 

mediated signal transduction GO:0051057 0.0354 

positive regulation of T cell activation GO:0050870 0.0024 
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positive regulation of T cell 

differentiation GO:0045582 0.0070 

protein import GO:0017038 0.0395 

protein localization to nucleus GO:0034504 0.0449 

protein localization to organelle GO:0033365 0.0492 

regulation of autophagy GO:0010506 0.0272 

regulation of catabolic process GO:0009894 0.0050 

regulation of cell activation GO:0050865 0.0031 

regulation of cell adhesion GO:0030155 0.0008 

regulation of cell migration GO:0030334 0.0189 

regulation of cell motility GO:2000145 0.0416 

regulation of cell-cell adhesion GO:0022407 0.0001 

regulation of cellular catabolic process GO:0031329 0.0024 

regulation of cellular component 

movement GO:0051270 0.0323 

regulation of cytokine production GO:0001817 0.0029 

regulation of DNA-binding transcription 

factor activity GO:0051090 0.0287 

regulation of hemopoiesis GO:1903706 0.0004 

regulation of I-kappaB kinase/NF-

kappaB signaling GO:0043122 0.0303 

regulation of immune response GO:0050776 0.0431 

regulation of interleukin-2 production GO:0032663 0.0070 
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regulation of interleukin-4 production GO:0032673 0.0024 

regulation of leukocyte activation GO:0002694 0.0023 

regulation of leukocyte cell-cell 

adhesion GO:1903037 0.0001 

regulation of leukocyte differentiation GO:1902105 0.0024 

regulation of leukocyte proliferation GO:0070663 0.0055 

regulation of lymphocyte activation GO:0051249 0.0002 

regulation of lymphocyte differentiation GO:0045619 0.0141 

regulation of lymphocyte proliferation GO:0050670 0.0033 

regulation of mononuclear cell 

proliferation GO:0032944 0.0033 

regulation of myeloid cell differentiation GO:0045637 0.0024 

regulation of myeloid leukocyte 

differentiation GO:0002761 0.0216 

regulation of protein modification by 

small protein conjugation or removal GO:1903320 0.0366 

regulation of regulatory T cell 

differentiation GO:0045589 0.0063 

regulation of T cell activation GO:0050863 0.0001 

regulation of T cell differentiation GO:0045580 0.0039 

regulation of T cell proliferation GO:0042129 0.0024 

regulatory T cell differentiation GO:0045066 0.0086 

response to bacterium GO:0009617 0.0051 
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response to dsRNA GO:0043331 0.0128 

response to endoplasmic reticulum 

stress GO:0034976 0.0043 

response to lipid GO:0033993 0.0024 

response to lipopolysaccharide GO:0032496 0.0023 

response to molecule of bacterial 

origin GO:0002237 0.0033 

response to muramyl dipeptide GO:0032495 0.0449 

response to nitrogen compound GO:1901698 0.0024 

response to organic cyclic compound GO:0014070 0.0155 

response to organonitrogen compound GO:0010243 0.0095 

response to oxygen-containing 

compound GO:1901700 0.0025 

response to peptide GO:1901652 0.0354 

response to starvation GO:0042594 0.0492 

signal transduction by p53 class 

mediator GO:0072331 0.0288 

signal transduction in response to DNA 

damage GO:0042770 0.0128 

T cell activation GO:0042110 0.0002 

T cell differentiation GO:0030217 0.0035 

T cell proliferation GO:0042098 0.0056 

tolerance induction GO:0002507 0.0141 
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vasculogenesis GO:0001570 0.0325 

viral process GO:0016032 0.0492 

 

Table 9: Pathways over-enriched from genes differentially 
downregulated in infected monkeys with low diversity of parasite 
compared to uninfected monkeys. 

Name GO/KEGG ID FDR p-value 

RNA processing GO:0006396 0.0002 

regulation of T cell activation GO:0050863 0.0035 

regulation of leukocyte cell-cell adhesion GO:1903037 0.0035 

leukocyte cell-cell adhesion GO:0007159 0.0140 

positive regulation of leukocyte cell-cell 

adhesion GO:1903039 0.0140 

T cell activation GO:0042110 0.0179 

positive regulation of T cell activation GO:0050870 0.0185 

mRNA metabolic process GO:0016071 0.0216 

protein import GO:0017038 0.0220 

regulation of cell-cell adhesion GO:0022407 0.0238 

positive regulation of cell-cell adhesion GO:0022409 0.0318 

mRNA processing GO:0006397 0.0318 

positive regulation of leukocyte activation GO:0002696 0.0318 

positive regulation of lymphocyte activation GO:0051251 0.0318 

positive regulation of cell activation GO:0050867 0.0342 

regulation of lymphocyte activation GO:0051249 0.0421 
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regulation of T cell proliferation GO:0042129 0.0421 

T cell proliferation GO:0042098 0.0421 

 

Cytokine Inflammatory Profile 
 

To identify the pro-inflammatory/anti-inflammatory profile of 

infected monkeys with high parasite diversity and infected monkeys with 

low parasite diversity, cytokine gene expression was investigated.  

The profile of monkeys infected with high diversity of parasite 

showed a balanced TH1/TH2 response based on cytokine gene 

expression (Figure 19A). Gene expression of TH1 activation cytokines, 

IL-15 and IFG , were upregulated, whereas the TH2 activation cytokine 

gene expression IL-24 was also upregulated. Monkeys infected with a 

high diversity of parasite also had a downregulation of anti-inflammatory 

TGF 1 gene expression.  

The profile of monkeys infected with low diversity of parasite had a 

largely TH1 skewed response with upregulated gene expression of TH1 

activation cytokine IL-15. Monkeys infected with low diversity of parasite 

had downregulated anti-inflammatory cytokine TGF 1 and 

downregulated TH1 activation cytokine IL-16; however, downregulation of 

IL-16 did not achieve statistical significance.  

 Immune Cell Activation 

To determine cell trafficking and cell activation profiles associated 

with increasing parasite diversity, gene expression of chemokines and 
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CD markers were investigated in infected monkeys with high parasite 

diversity and infected monkeys with low parasite diversity.  

Monkeys infected with a high parasite diversity had upregulation of 

CXCL10 gene expression, a chemokine associated with T-cell trafficking 

(Figure 20A). Monkeys infected with a high parasite diversity had slight 

downregulation of CCL22, a chemokine associated with T-cell and 

monocyte/macrophage trafficking. CD marker gene expression in 

infected monkeys with a high parasite diversity showed a balanced profile 

of immune cell activation (Figure 21A). T-cell activation markers such as 

CD109 gene expression were upregulated in infected monkeys with high 

parasite diversity, alongside downregulated T-cell activation marker gene 

Figure 19: Fold change of cytokine gene expression  

Fold change of cytokine gene expression visualized using a radar plot 
to compare the response between infected monkey PBMCs with high 
parasite diversity (A) and infected monkey PBMCs with low parasite 
diversity (B) compared to uninfected monkeys. Arrows indicate genes 
that were significantly different in expression as called by DESeq2 
analysis. Arrows are colored to indicate the direction of expression 
change in infected monkeys compared to uninfected monkeys: up 
(green) or down (red). 
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expression of CD28, CD5, CD6, and CD7. The monocyte/macrophage 

activation marker CD14 gene expression was downregulated in infected 

monkeys with high parasitemia. Gene expression of CD1A, CD1C, 

CD244, CD38, CD79B, and CD84 was upregulated in infected monkeys 

with high parasite diversity, alongside downregulated gene expression of 

CD83, CD82, CD63, CD68, and CD44.  

Monkeys infected with low parasite diversity had large 

upregulation of CXCL10 gene expression, nearly 20 times fold change in 

gene expression, a chemokine associated with T-cell trafficking (Figure 

20B). Monkeys infected with low parasite diversity had slight 

Figure 20: Fold change of chemokine gene expression  

Fold change of chemokine gene expression visualized using a radar 
plot to compare the response between infected monkey PBMCs with 
high parasite diversity (A) and infected monkey PBMCs with low 
parasite diversity (B) compared to uninfected monkeys. Arrows 
indicate genes that were significantly different in expression as 
called by DESeq2 analysis. Arrows are colored to indicate the 
direction of expression change in infected monkeys compared to 
uninfected monkeys: up (green) or down (red). 
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downregulation of CCL22, a chemokine associated with T-cell and 

monocyte/macrophage trafficking. Monkeys infected with low parasite 

diversity had upregulated CD14 gene expression, a marker of 

monocyte/macrophage activation (Figure 21B). Monkeys infected with 

low parasite diversity had downregulated gene expression of CD28 and 

CD7, both T-cell activation markers. CD markers CD1A, CD1C, CD300H, 

and CD33 gene expression were upregulated in monkeys infected with 

low parasite diversity, alongside downregulation of CD9 and CD276 gene 

expression.  

Multivariate Analysis 

Multi-variate analysis was used to uncover which immune 

biomarker overexpression were most associated with which group: 

Figure 21: Fold change of CD marker gene expression  

Fold change of CD marker gene expression visualized using a radar 
plot to compare the response between infected monkey PBMCs with 
high parasite diversity (A) and infected monkey PBMCs with low 
parasite diversity (B) compared to uninfected monkeys. Arrows 
indicate genes that were significantly different in expression as 
called by DESeq2 analysis. Arrows are colored to indicate the 
direction of expression change in infected monkeys compared to 
uninfected monkeys: up (green) or down (red). 
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uninfected monkeys, infected monkeys with high parasite diversity, or 

infected monkeys with low parasite diversity. Between group analysis of 

gene expression between samples revealed strong separation of infected 

monkeys with low parasite diversity, infected monkeys with high parasite 

diversity, and uninfected monkeys along two main BGA discrimination 

axes (Figure 22B). The two main BGA discrimination axes provides 

coordinate data associated with sample clustering. By overlaying this 

coordinate data of the samples over the clustering of gene expression, 

genes found at the ends of the main BGA discrimination axes represent 

upregulated genes most associated with groups: infected monkeys with 

low parasite diversity, infected monkeys with high parasite diversity, and 

uninfected monkey (Figure 22A). The top 27 genes associated with 

parasite diversity were identified along these main BGA discrimination 

axes. From this analysis, upregulation of IFN , CD40LG, CD1C, CD226, 

CD109, CD224, and IL-15 gene expression were most associated with 

infected monkeys with high parasite diversity whereas upregulation of 
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CD14, CD36, CD33, CD300C, CD300A, CD163, and CD177 were most 

associated with infected monkeys with low parasite diversity.  

Discussion 

We identified distinct immune profiles associated with parasite 

diversity during natural chronic T. cruzi infections. We compared the 

transcriptomes of PBMCs taken from infected monkeys with high parasite 

diversity and infected monkeys with low parasite diversity, finding that 

monkeys with a balanced TH1/TH2 response and diverse cell activation 

profile tended to be infected with a high parasite diversity, while monkeys 

infected with a low parasite diversity had a TH1 skewed response and 

Figure 22: Between group analysis of cytokine, chemokine, 
and CD marker gene expression counts between uninfected 
monkeys (red), infected monkeys with high parasite diversity 
(green), and infected monkeys with low parasite diversity 
(blue). 

Between group analysis of immune biomarker expression between 
infected monkeys with high parasite diversity (green), infected 
monkeys with low parasite diversity (blue), and uninfected monkeys 
(red). Between group analysis showing their separation on the BGA 
discrimination axes along two lines of differentiation (A). Clustering 
of samples used to create the BGA discrimination axes are shown 
in the inset (B). Black dots represent individual genes, colored dots 
and lines represent monkey samples, and the BGA discrimination 
axes are colored orange. Gene names are colored based on which 
group upregulation of the gene is predictive of.  
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activated monocytes/macrophages with no specific markers of T-cell 

activation.  

Nearly twice as many CD marker genes were differentially 

expressed in infected monkeys with high parasite diversity compared to 

infected monkeys with low parasite diversity, suggesting that cell activity 

was much more regulated in infected monkeys with high parasite 

diversity. Altogether, it appeared that infected monkeys with high parasite 

diversity expressed genes indicating varying levels of immune cell 

activation and immune cell inhibition, whereas infected monkeys with low 

parasite diversity expressed skewed CD marker genes. For example, 

infected monkeys with high parasite diversity had upregulated and 

downregulated CD markers genes associated with T-cell activation, while 

infected monkeys with low parasite diversity had only downregulated CD 

markers associated with T-cell activation. In addition, infected monkeys 

with low parasite diversity had upregulated CD marker genes for 

monocyte/macrophage activation, while infected monkeys with high 

parasite diversity had upregulated and downregulated CD markers for 

monocyte/macrophage activation. Next steps should focus on how 

immune cell populations, potentially with the use of cell deconvolution 

algorithms, change as parasite diversity increases.  
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The balanced immune response seen in monkeys infected with 

high parasite diversity was nearly identical to the immune response seen 

in monkeys that could control parasitemia (Figure 23), suggesting that 

the host immune response is more effective against infections with high 

parasite diversity. Important cytokines for parasitemia control, IFN  and 

IL-24, were upregulated only in monkeys infected with high parasite 

diversity. T-cell marker gene expression in infected monkeys with low 

parasite diversity was strikingly downregulated; CD28 and CD7 gene 

expression, markers of naïve and mature T-cells respectively, were both 

downregulated in infected monkeys with low parasite diversity, 

suggesting any CXCL10 T-cell migration was occurring with inhibited T-

Figure 23: Cartoon representation of important cytokine and 
chemokine expression during states of chronic T. cruzi 
infection.  

Upregulated and downregulated cytokine and chemokine genes 
found in chronically infected monkeys that could control parasitemia 
(Blue) and upregulated and downregulated cytokine and chemokine 
genes found in chronically infected monkeys with high parasite 
diversity (Red) showed very similar profiles.  
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cell populations, like infected monkeys with rising parasitemia. 

Multivariate analysis was able to shed light on this relationship between 

parasite diversity and parasite control, allowing us to compare immune 

biomarkers associated with categorized groups of infected monkeys. 

Here we saw that both infected monkeys with high parasite diversity and 

monkeys that could control parasitemia were associated with 

upregulation of IFN , CD1C, CD40LG, and CD226; however, monkeys 

that could control parasitemia were associated with CD70, CXCL10, and 

IL7 expression while infected monkeys with high parasite diversity were 

associated with CD109, CD224, and IL-15 expression. Monkeys infected 

with low parasite diversity shared nearly all immune biomarkers 

associated with infected monkeys with rising parasitemia; CD14, CD163, 

CD177, CD300A, CD33, and CD36 expression were associated with 

infected monkeys with rising parasitemia and monkeys infected with low 

parasite diversity.  

We can reconsider theories for why hosts infected with a high 

parasite genetic diversity could control parasitemia better than hosts 

infected with a low parasite genetic diversity.3 Non-exclusive 

mechanisms likely involve both competition between strains for 

resources3 and a more balanced and regulated host response. Future 

studies could explore this relationship.  

In conclusion, we found that the host immune response was 

dependent on the T. cruzi parasite diversity. Infected monkeys with high 
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parasite diversity had a balanced and regulated immune response, with 

gene expression of both TH1 and TH2 cytokines alongside gene 

expression of an assortment of activation and inhibition markers 

expressed on multiple immune cells. Infected monkeys with low parasite 

diversity had a skewed immune response, with gene expression of TH1 

cytokines alongside upregulated gene expression of 

monocyte/macrophage activation markers and downregulated expression 

of T-cell markers of activation. This confirms that infections with parasite 

diversity largely benefit the host through parasite competition and control 

of parasitemia. Future work could build on this evidence that parasite 

diversity could serve as a prognostic tool for Chagas disease 

progression.  
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XI. Aim 3: Compare the DNA Methylation Patterns of Children Born to 
Chagasic and Uninfected Mothers 
 
Disclosure Of Previous Publication 
 

This work has been previously published209. 
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PMCID: PMC9475499. 

For all articles published in Epigenomics journals, copyright is retained by 
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Background  
 

Chagas disease, caused by the protozoan parasite Trypanosoma 

cruzi (T. cruzi), affects an estimated 8 million people throughout the 

Americas 210. The best known morbi/mortality is associated with cardiac 

or digestive disease in Chagasic patients 211,212, which causes $627.46 

million in annual health-care costs and has a burden of 806,170 Disease 

Adjusted Life Years (DALYs)2. This burden of disease is 7.5 times higher 

than malaria in the Americas 213.  

Vertical transmission of the parasite occurs in about 5% of 

pregnancies from Chagasic women 214-216. In the United States, an 
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estimated 63-315 babies acquire T. cruzi infection from their mother 

every year but most infections go undetected and untreated 76. Infected 

newborns can develop chronic disease later in life; however, drug 

treatment is highly effective if congenital infections are detected early 

159,217. Thus, most work has focused on the timely detection of congenital 

transmission cases, and uninfected babies from Chagasic mothers have 

received limited attention. However, early life, including time in utero, has 

been identified as a critical period where alterations in the environment 

have particular significance for long-term health 218. Developmental 

origins of health and disease (DOHaD) research has made us aware this 

can permanently influence the risks for adverse health outcomes in 

adulthood 219,220. Such studies provide powerful evidence for life 

experiences affecting health and disease across the life course and 

generations, and how “life circumstances, health, and disease are linked 

at a molecular scale”221. Prenatal experiences influence health 

trajectories and contribute to adult health outcomes, including obesity, 

cancer, cardiovascular and metabolic diseases, asthma, and 

osteoporosis 6-8, and prenatal exposure to infectious agents is a risk 

factor for neurodevelopmental brain disorders, including schizophrenia 

9,10, autism 11,12, and bipolar disorder 13,14. 

Epigenetics provides a plausible mechanism by which risk factors 

might get “under the skin” to impact health across generations 222. 

Indeed, epigenetic variation - most notably DNA methylation, contributes 
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to variation in gene expression 223,224. Maternal infection may lead to fetal 

epigenetic reprogramming in response to maternal immune activation 

225,226. Animal studies indicate that prenatal infection can cause stable 

modifications in DNA methylation in offspring 227. Prenatal maternal 

hepatitis B virus infection has been associated with alterations in DNA 

methylation of cord blood cells, including for genes associated with liver 

cancer and fatty acid oxidation 226, even in the absence of infant 

complications. Similarly, maternal infection with multiple bacteria 15, 

rubella virus 15, and Zika virus 16 can result in differential DNA 

methylation patterns in newborns compared to those born to uninfected 

mothers. Most recently, uterine exposure to SARS-Cov-2 was suggested 

to result in abnormal fetal DNA methylation.15 Epigenetic changes and 

health outcomes of uninfected newborns from Chagasic mothers may 

thus have been overlooked. 

Indeed, in utero exposure to maternal T. cruzi infection was found 

to induce changes in cord blood cell composition in uninfected newborns 

228, and they present a significant polarization of their immune response 

towards pro-inflammatory cytokines at birth and following immunization 

with standard childhood vaccines 229. As a key step to further assess the 

effects of in utero exposure to maternal T. cruzi infection, we performed 

an Epigenome-Wide Association Study (EWAS) to compare the DNA 

methylation patterns of cord blood cells from uninfected children born to 
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Chagasic and uninfected mothers. Such epigenetic changes may have 

important implications for long-term health outcomes of the newborns. 

Methods 
 

Participants 
 

We used a cohort derived from a previous multi-centric study 

aiming to evaluate the congenital transmission of T. cruzi in Argentina, 

Honduras and Mexico 216. The study was approved by Tulane IRB. We 

included archived umbilical cord blood samples collected from T. cruzi 

infected and uninfected women enrolled at delivery from two hospitals in 

Honduras (Hospital Enrique Aguilar Cerrato, La Esperanza, Intibuca and 

Hospital Santa Barbara Integrado, Santa Barbara), and two hospitals in 

Mexico (Hospital Materno Infantil, Merida, Yucatan and Hospital General 

de Valladolid, Valladolid, Yucatan). Eligible women were 18 years or 

older and had a live birth and uninfected women were recruited 

immediately after each T. cruzi infected case in each hospital. Newborn 

in utero exposure to maternal T. cruzi infection was assessed through 

two rapid tests (Stat-Pak, Chembio, Medford, NY, and Trypanosoma-

Detect (T-Detect), InBios, Seattle, WA) and one enzyme-linked 

immunosorbent assay (Chagatest ELISA recombinant, version 3.0; 

Wiener, Rosario, Argentina) performed on umbilical cord blood 216. 

Indeed, cord blood has been found to accurately reflect venous blood to 

identify maternal infection 230.  Exposed newborns presented at least two 

reactive serological tests in cord blood, and unexposed control newborns 
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were negative for all rapid tests and ELISA in cord blood. T. cruzi 

infection of mothers was further confirmed using a venous blood samples 

for serological testing as above as well as two conventional PCR and one 

qPCR assay 216. Infected mothers were reactive with at least two 

serological tests and/or PCR positive for T. cruzi in at least one PCR 

assay.  Parasite burden in maternal venous blood was 4.5 ± 0.9 parasites 

eq/ml blood. Congenital T. cruzi infection of the exposed newborns was 

defined as one or more of the following criteria: presence of parasites in 

cord blood (parasitological exam with positive PCR), presence of 

parasites in infant’s blood at 4-8 weeks of age (parasitological exam), 

and persistence of T. cruzi-specific antibodies at 10 months, as 

measured by at least two tests 216. None of the newborns from this cohort 

presented T. cruzi congenital infection. 

DNA extraction and methylation array 
 

Cord blood samples were mixed with equal volumes of 6M 

guanidine-HCl 0.2 M EDTA shortly following collection, and stored at 4ºC. 

DNA was extracted from 300 μL of blood/guanidine mixtures using an 

automated Maxwell® RSC Instrument (Promega Benelux, Leiden, The 

Netherlands), as described.216 DNA methylation was characterized using 

the Illumina Infinium EPIC Array probing 850,000 methylation sites over 

the genome 231. The Illumina EPIC array measures the ratio of 
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methylation versus non-methylation intensity at each probe for every 

sample. This ratio is referred to as a -value.  

Data analysis 
 

All analyses were performed using R version 4.1.0 171. Available 

maternal demographics (age, parity, newborn birth weight, gestational 

age, maternal education level, delivery method, sex of newborns) were 

compared for differences between exposed and unexposed groups using 

bivariate analyses: 2 tailed t-test for continuous variables and Chi 

squared for categorical variables at p-value = 0.05 significance level.  

Differential Methylation Analysis 
 

Samples were normalized to correct for type-I and type-II probes 

distribution followed by batch effect correction and quality control (Q/C) 

using the Bioconductor R package Chip Analysis Methylation Pipeline 

(ChAMP) 232,233. Samples with 10% failed probes on the EPIC array were 

removed from differential methylation analysis. Data was normalized to 

correct for type-I and type-II probes distribution and corrected for sample 

group, array, and slide batch effects using ChAMP. Corrected, 

normalized -values were used to conduct differential methylation 

analysis.  

Tensor Composition Analysis (TCA) 234 was used to detect 

differential methylation between exposed and unexposed newborns 

across all CpG sites by fitting all -values to the TCA model under a joint 

test of significance. Quantile-Quantile (Q-Q) plots were used to plot the 
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distribution of observed (negative log transformed) p-values for each site 

versus what would be expected if exposure status had no effect on DNA 

methylation. Q-Q plots revealed substantial inflation of significant p-

values, suggesting that additional covariates affected differential 

methylation. Because maternal T. cruzi infection has been shown to 

affect cord blood cell composition235, the TCA ReFACTor()236 function, 

which creates a set of principle components that can capture and adjust 

for the variation in methylation due to cell composition 234, was used to 

deconvolute heterogeneous cell-type-specific DNA methylation signals. 

These cell subtype fractions were inferred using the Bioconductor R 

package EpiDISH237 in conjunction with the EPIC Cord Blood Reference 

Panel238, which is a freely available reference panel of DNA methylation 

from sorted immune cells (CD4T, CD8T, Natural Killer, Granulocytes, 

Monocytes, and B cells) taken from human cord blood characterized with 

the Infinium EPIC array. Significant CpGs were called using a two-step 

approach: a joint test of significance to test CpGs across all cell types 

followed by a marginal conditional test for the effect of each cell type 

separately for significance. The joint test tends to be more effective than 

the marginal conditional test for the detection of CpG level associations 

because the joint test combines signals from all cell types 234. The 

marginal conditional test allows for the attribution of CpG level hits to the 

specific cell types driving the association 234. The two-step approach is 

rather conservative because the joint test corrects for the number of 
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hypotheses using the number of sites in the data, whereas the marginal 

conditional test considers the same number of hypothesis for each cell 

type 234. CpGs with a Bonferroni correction adjusted for multiple testing p-

value less than 0.05 were considered significant. Multi-dimensional plots 

and dendrograms were created using ChAMP 233. The TCA package was 

used to create Q-Q plots 234. 

Genes and pathways associated with significant differentially 

methylated probes were identified using champ.DMR 233 and methylGSA 

239 incorporating significant CpGs as a covariate in logistic regression and 

linking this information to gene identifiers in the EPIC probe annotations 

dataframe found in ChAMP 233 and NCBI Gene Ontology 

knowledgebase.  The following information was gleaned from the 

knowledge base for each CpG: chromosome containing the CpG (CHR), 

chromosomal coordinates of the CpG (MAPINFO), region of the gene 

(Feature: TSS200 = 200 bases upstream of the translation start site, 

5'UTR = within the 5' untranslated region, Body = between the start and 

stop codon, IGR = intergenic region), proximity to a CpG dense region of 

the genome known as an island (Cgi: shore = 0–2 kb from island, shelf = 

2–4 kb from island, opensea = rest of genome), and gene name. 

Functional role of the differentially methylated genes was investigated by 

gene ontology, pathway analysis and protein-protein interaction networks 

using the STRING database 240. 
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Results 

Characteristics of Samples Included in the Study 
 

  The study included umbilical cord blood samples from a cohort of 

uninfected newborns exposed or unexposed to maternal T. cruzi 

infection. There were no significant differences in sociodemographic 

variables between the mothers from both groups (Table 9).  In total, 63 

samples passed Q/C: 31 from cord blood taken from mothers infected 

with T. cruzi (Exposed) and 32 from cord blood taken from mothers 

without infection (Unexposed), and one sample from an infected mother 

was excluded from further analysis for not passing Q/C analysis.  A total 

of 715,343 probes targeting CpG sites across the genome were used for 

differential methylation analysis between the two groups. 

Differential Methylation Analysis 
 

Table 10: Sociodemographic data for subjects stratified by 
exposed and unexposed groups for EWAS study 
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 values were fit to the TCA model comparing differential 

methylation between exposed and unexposed newborns under a joint 

test of significance. Q-Q plots revealed sizeable inflation among 

transformed p-values (Figure 25), indicating covariates clouding the 

effect of exposure to T. cruzi infection.  

Cell Fraction Estimation 
 

Figure 24:Quantile–quantile plot of the negative log-
transformed p-values for CpG-level differential 
methylation between exposed and unexposed newborns. 

Samples were analyzed using a joint test for significance 
across all CpGs. Observed versus expected p-value f 
Observed versus expected p-value for significant differential 
methylation at each CpG is plotted with black dots. The black 
line represents the ideal distribution from a perfectly specified 
model. The dashed red horizontal line represents significance 
threshold adjusted for multiple testing. 
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Estimated cell subtypes found granulocytes to be the predominant 

immune cell type among both exposed and unexposed subjects (Figure 

2). Except for monocytes, there were significantly different proportions of 

each cell type in cord blood comparing exposed and unexposed 

newborns (Figure 26). The proportion of B cells, CD4 T cells, CD8 T 

cells, and Natural Killer cells were reduced in cord blood from exposed 

newborns, whereas granulocytes were reduced in cord blood from 

unexposed newborns. 

Detection of Significant Cell-Type Methylation 
 

Figure 25:Estimated cord blood cell fractions among unexposed 
and exposed newborns. 

(A) Cell proportions for unexposed (‘Un’, red) and exposed (‘Ex’, blue) 
newborns cord blood were determined. Proportions of all cell subtypes 
except monocytes were significantly different between the groups. (B) 
Average proportion of each cell subtype for unexposed and exposed 
newborns. ****p < 0.001. CD4T: CD4+ T cells; CD8T: CD8+ T cells; 
Ex: Exposed; Gran: Granulocytes; Mono: Monocytes; NK: Natural killer 
cells; NS: Nonsignificant; Un: Unexposed. 
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ReFactor adjustment using the estimated cell fraction was able to 

reduce the inflation seen after refitting  values to the TCA model 

comparing differential methylation between exposed and unexposed 

newborns under a joint test of significance (Figure 27). After adjustment 
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over all cell types, 12 CpGs yielded experiment wide level of significance 

when combining the effects of all cell types.  

Adjusted  values were further analyzed under a marginal 

conditional test of significance (Figure 28) to determine cell-specific 

Figure 26:Quantile–quantile plot of the negative log-transformed 
p-values for CpG-level differential methylation between exposed 
and unexposed newborns after adjustment for cell composition. 

Differential methylation was analyzed using a joint test for 
significance across all CpGs after ReFACTor adjustment for cell type 
heterogeneity. Observed versus expected p-value for significant 
differential methylation at each CpG is plotted with black dots. The 
black line represents the ideal distribution from a perfectly specified 
model. The dashed red horizontal line represents significance 
threshold adjusted for multiple testing. 
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differential methylation. In total, 21 CpGs were predicted to have cell-type 

level differential methylation with group status exposed versus 

unexposed. Of these 21 CpGs, 7 were predicted to have CD4+ T cell-

specific differential methylation and 14 were predicted to have B cell-

specific differential methylation. No cell-specific differential methylation 

was predicted to be associated with CD8+ T cells, granulocytes, 

monocytes, or natural killer cells.  

Figure 27:Quantile–quantile plots of the negative log-
transformed p-values for CpG-level differential methylation 
between exposed and unexposed newborns for individual 
cell types. 

Differential methylation was analyzed using a marginal 
conditional test for significance across CpGs from individual cell 
types after ReFACTor adjustment for cell type heterogeneity. 
Observed versus expected p-value for significant differential 
methylation at each CpG is plotted with black dots. The black line 
represents the ideal distribution from a perfectly specified model. 
The dashed red horizontal line represents significance threshold 
adjusted for multiple testing. 
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Using this information, we were able to determine the role of each 

cell type in the 12 significant CpGs found using the joint test of 

significance. Of these 12, 9 were associated with differential methylation 

among B cells and 3 associated with CD4+ T cells (Table 10).  

Multi-dimensional and dendrogram plots found samples clustered 

based on the similarity of methylation among the 12 significant CpGs 

identified using the joint test (Figure 29). While unexposed samples 

clustered in one group (except one potential outlier), exposed samples 

clustered separately. Interestingly, a subgroup of exposed samples 

clustered further apart, suggesting some greater heterogeneity in the 

DNA methylation pattern of exposed newborns. Clustering of samples 

was independent from the country of origin (Mexico vs Honduras), and 

Figure 28:Similarity clustering of exposed and unexposed 
newborns based on differentially methylated CpGs from cord 
blood. 

Sample clustering was performed based on the 12 significant CpGs 
identified through differential methylation analysis. Exposed (blue) 
samples clustered separately from unexposed (red) samples based 
on (A–C) multidimensional plot and (D) dendrogram analysis. Hon: 
Honduras; Mex: Mexico. 
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differential methylation in response to maternal infection was observed in 

both countries. 

Identifying Differentially Methylated Genes 
 

  The human genomic information of the 12 significant differentially 

methylated CpGs was identified (Table 10). B cell differentially 

methylated CpGs were found on chromosomes 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 12, 14, 

and 15. CD4+ T cell differentially methylated CpGs on chromosomes 4, 9, 

and 19. The majority of CpGs maped to opensea regions with 9. Of the 

rest, 2 mapped to methylation shores, and 1 to shelf regions. Of the 12 

significant CpGs, 5 mapped to gene body regions, 2 in the 5’ untranslated 

regions, 1 in the translation start site, and 4 in the intergenic region. The 

8 CpGs not found in intergenic regions were associated with protein 

coding genes.  

We then evaluated the biological function of these genes, and 

most are involved in multiple protein-protein interactions suggesting key 

Table 11: Differentially methylated CpGs associated with in utero 
exposure to maternal Trypanosoma cruzi infection 
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functional roles (Figure 30). Indeed, most have been associated with 

major biological processes and some with diseases (Table 11). RHOH, 

ARHGAP5 and CDGAP are GTP-binding proteins involved in multiple 

signaling pathways. RHOH plays a key role in hematopoietic cell 

differentiation and immune response, and has also been associated with 

cancer. ARHGAP5 has also been implicated in multiple types of cancer, 

while CDGAP is linked to Adams-Oliver syndrome, a developmental 

disorder of the skin and limbs. SCNN1A is an ion channel playing an 

essential role in electrolyte and blood pressure homeostasis, and in 

airway surface liquid homeostasis. It has been associated with 

Figure 29:Protein–protein interaction networks of proteins encoded 
by differentially methylated genes. 

Protein–protein interactions were examined for proteins encoded by 
differentially methylated genes to assess their potential functional 
networks and participation in biological processes and functions. (A) 
NFIX. (B) CEMIP2. (C) ADAMTSL4. (D) KLRG2. (E) SCNN1G. (F) 
ARHGAP31. (G) ARHGAP5. (H) RHOH. Edges between nodes are 
color-coded based on the type of information describing the interactions 
as indicated in the box. 
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phenotypes dominated by renal disease and hypertensive syndromes 

including systemic pseudohypoaldosteronism type I and Liddle 

syndrome. Defects in the NFIX gene have been implicated in Sotos 

syndrome and Marshall-Smith syndrome, which are developmental 

disorders that can result in overgrowth, advanced bone age, 

macrocephaly, and dysmorphic facial features. TMEM2 has catalytic 

Table 12: Gene function and ontogeny. 
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functions associated with lysosomal activity, and has been linked with 

lysosome storage disease. ADAMTSL4 is an extracellular matrix protein 

playing a role in matrix assembly, and it has been implicated in hearing 

loss and vision defects. KLRG2 is a lectin receptor on killer cells, involved 

in the immune response. 

Discussion 

Epigenetic changes due to in utero exposure to maternal infection 

can be a mechanism leading to altered health outcomes later in life. 

Nonetheless, most studies on the impact of maternal T. cruzi infection 

have focused on the vertical transmission of the parasite to the newborn, 

as this can lead to chronic Chagas disease if untreated, and uninfected 

newborns have received much less attention as they are assumed to be 

healthy. Thus, we aimed here to investigate the differential DNA 

methylation patterns between uninfected neonates exposed to T. cruzi 

infection in utero versus those unexposed, to identify potential epigenetic 

effects that may have been overlooked.  

Our analysis indicated important differences in umbilical cord 

blood cell composition between T. cruzi exposed and unexposed groups, 

with a marked increase in the proportion of granulocytes, while CD4+ T 

cells, CD8+ T cells, B Cells, and natural killer cells were reduced in 

exposed newborns. Altered cord blood cell composition associated with 

maternal T. cruzi infection has been observed before 228, as well as with 

maternal infections with other pathogens including Plasmodium 241, 
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Schistosoma 242, cytomegalovirus (CMV) 243 or HIV 244. These effects of 

maternal infection suggest changes in the maturation and polarization of 

the immune response at birth 245, which may be maintained during 

infancy. Indeed, significant differences in infant responses to childhood 

vaccines has been observed in association with their exposure to 

maternal HIV infection 246. Similarly, uninfected infants from T. cruzi-

infected mothers present a more polarized type 1 response to PPD after 

BCG vaccination 229. All these observations are in agreement with animal 

studies showing that maternal immune activation (which mimics the 

response to a viral infection) during pregnancy leads to long-lasting 

changes in immune response and cytokine levels of offsprings 247,248, and 

maternal T. cruzi infection may mediate such alterations in uninfected 

newborns. The mechanisms underlying the effect of maternal infection on 

newborn immune response are unclear, but epigenetic changes may be 

involved. For example, in mouse models of Schistosoma maternal 

infection, polarized T cell differentiation of offspring is modulated by 

epigenetic changes 249. 

In agreement with this hypothesis, our analysis of umbilical cord 

blood DNA methylation patterns further indicated significant differences 

between T. cruzi exposed and unexposed newborns. To our knowledge, 

this suggests for the first time an epigenetic effect of maternal T. cruzi 

infection on newborns, even in the absence of parasite transmission. 

Indeed, confounding factors such as maternal socioeconomic level, 
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gestational age or newborn birth weight, which have been found to be 

associated with DNA methylation signatures 250-253 followed very similar 

distributions in our exposed and unexposed groups, and thus could not 

account for these differences. This finding adds to the growing list of 

factors influencing fetal development in utero through epigenetic 

mechanisms, which includes smoking 254,255, diabetes 256, hypertension 

257, and others 258. 

Differential CpG methylation affected specific genes in a cell-

specific manner, namely in B cells and CD4 T cells. These genes differ 

from those affected by in utero infection with HBV 226 or HIV 259, 

suggesting some pathogen-specific alterations. Functional analysis 

revealed that several of the differentially methylated genes participate in 

hematopoietic cell differentiation and the immune response, with appears 

in agreement with the observations of immune polarization in exposed 

newborns discussed above. Thus, future studies should investigate the 

links between epigenetic changes and the immune system maturation 

and polarization in newborns exposed to maternal T. cruzi infection, and 

their potential sustainable effects during childhood and later in life. 

Indeed, these epigenetic changes may lead to increased susceptibility to 

some pathogens, or other immune disorders, as proposed before 260. 

We also detected the differential methylation of additional genes, 

involved in several developmental disorders and syndromes, as well as 

with susceptibility genes associated with cancer, hypertension, and 
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degenerative diseases that may develop later in life. Because our study 

focused only on cord blood cells, we cannot exclude that still other genes 

may be differentially methylated in other cell types. For example, 

maternal immune activation in mice induces changes in brain DNA 

methylation of adult offspring, which has been associated with 

neurodevelopmental disorders, suggesting that long-term epigenetic 

changes caused by maternal infection may occur multiple tissues beyond 

cord blood 225.  

It is unclear at this stage if uninfected newborns from Chagasic 

mothers present significant immune disorders or other pathologies or 

syndromes, as they are usually not followed and considered healthy. 

However, our findings indicate clear epigenetic alterations that may lead 

to changes in gene expression and potential long-term effects. It will be 

critical to validate our results in additional cohorts of newborns from T. 

cruzi-infected mothers, and investigate the potential phenotypic 

manifestations of these epigenetic changes on the health of these 

newborns and infants. In that respect, the pathologies associated with 

some of the genes identified here as differentially methylated provide a 

good framework to select phenotypic traits to be investigated. 

In conclusion, our epigenome-wide association study identified 

cell-specific differential DNA methylation signatures of fetal exposure to 

maternal T. cruzi infection, in the absence of vertical transmission of the 

parasite. A total of 12 CpG sites were found differentially methylated in 
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umbilical cord blood B and CD4 T cells, corresponding to 8 protein 

coding genes. These genes participate in hematopoietic cell 

differentiation and the immune response and may be involved in immune 

disorders. They also have been associated with several developmental 

disorders and syndromes, as well as with susceptibility to diseases. 

These results warrant further studies focusing on the health outcomes of 

uninfected newborns from Chagasic mothers, to assess short and long-

term effects. 
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XII. Global Discussion 

 In conclusion, our work provides novel insights into the mechanisms of 

Chagas disease pathology and progression. Through bioinformatics analysis 

combining information from chronically infected hosts and their infecting parasite 

strains, these studies validated our current understanding of the immune 

response to chronic T. cruzi infection, identified how this immune response 

changes depending on the diversity of the parasite strains, and identified 

important biomarkers associated with an effective immune response against the 

infections using bulk RNA sequencing of PBMCs taken from naturally 

chronically T. cruzi infected monkeys. We confirmed the hypothesis that chronic 

T. cruzi infection results in a skewed TH1 inflammatory response, and that hosts 

that could control parasitemia responded to infection with a balanced TH1/TH2 

response. Through our non-targeted approach, we were able to discover these 

responses were driven by a specific cytokine and chemokine gene expression; 

some such as IFN-  and CXCL10 have been identified in clinical samples, and 

others such as the necessary expression of CCL22 for parasitemia control 

newly discovered in our analysis. Additionally, we identified significant 

differences in umbilical cord blood DNA methylation patterns between T. cruzi 

exposed and unexposed newborns through epigenetic analyses of fetal blood. 

This work has important public health implications, suggesting genetic 

alterations in the developing fetus in the absence of parasite transmission as 

well as providing the foundation for new prognostic markers for Chagas disease 

progression and tools for identifying those highest at risk of severe disease. 
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Because gene expression represents the first step to protein expression and 

phenotypic response, future research can expand on this work, for example, 

exploring these prognostic markers functionally or through immunoassay 

detection to design new molecular tests. In addition, follow up observational 

studies of children exposed to T. cruzi infection in utero can help associate any 

phenotypic results to epigenetic pathology from infection. In this way, our work 

provides valuable jump off points for future steps while adding to our current 

knowledge of Chagas disease.  
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